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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Over the last twenty years, renewable energy sources have attracted great attention
due to the cost increase, limited reserves and adverse environmental impact of fossil
fuels. In the meantime, technological advancements, cost reduction, and governmental
incentives have made some renewable energy sources more competitive in the market.
Among them, wind energy is one of the fastest growing renewable energy sources.
Besides environmental problems in other forms of electricity production, the world’s
oil reserves are also diminishing, and oil prices are soaring in the global market so the
governments all around the world are being attracted by the concept of renewable
energy and more so because of the Kyoto protocol bounding nations to green energy.
The renewable energy reserves like wind and solar energy are increasingly becoming
popular. Wind energy in itself encompasses various engineering ﬁelds and is rapidly
developing into a multi-disciplinary area of research and experimentation [1].
According to the American Wind Energy Association, there was an annual increase
of 29% in the installed capacity of Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS) from
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2002-2007. This inexhaustible resource of energy has a bright future as a study reveals
that if only 10% of raw wind potential could be utilized; the energy demand of the
world could be met. At the end of year 2007, only in US the installed capacity
had reached 17,000 MW [1] and by 2012, it has increased to about 48,900 MW. At
present, the amount of electricity produced from wind energy in Western Denmark is
so signiﬁcant that it can alone meet the demand of the country [2]. With the bright
prospects of wind energy some ambitious targets have already been laid for the year
2020. The European Union is targeting to achieve 20% renewable energy contribution
by 2020 [3].
1.1 Wind Generators
Early wind farms were dependent on squirrel induction generators and so they were
ﬁxed speed wind turbines. This considerably reduces the overall eﬃciency of these
wind turbines. These days emphasis are being laid on variable speed wind tur-
bines (VSWT). Amongst the VSWT, the important ones are permanent magnet
synchronous generators (PMSG) and doubly fed induction generators (DFIG). The
variable speed turbine generators are connected to the grid through power electronic
devices, which convert variable frequency power to DC and then invert it back to ﬁxed
frequency AC power suitable for the grid connections.
The PMSG has the capability of direct connection (direct-drive) to wind turbines,
with no gearbox [4–13]. The advantages of the permanent magnet synchronous gener-
ator are their lifetime and maintenance. The rotor of these machines are either electri-
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cally excited or make use of permanent magnet [10]. The PM and electrically-excited
synchronous generators diﬀer from the induction generator, in that the magnetization
is provided by a permanent magnet pole system or a dc supply on the rotor, while
the induction generator makes use of a self-excitation property. This allows the PM
synchronous generators to work at higher power factors and eﬃciencies.
The DFIG equipped wind turbines are becoming popular. When compared with
permanent magnet synchronous generators, the DFIG has several advantages in terms
of control of reactive power and support grid voltage and the decoupled control of
active and reactive power, eﬃciency, size, etc [14,15]. Also the DFIGs come in larger
sizes of up to 10 MW as compared to PMSGs, which has a maximum size of 2 MW
at this time. Considering all the above, DFIGs are best suited for pitch controlled
variable speed wind turbines.
1.2 Controls for Wind Generators
Wind turbines in general have two main controls. The mechanical control which in-
cludes the blade pitch control and the electrical control covers the control of the power
converters and the load side control. The blade pitch angle control is a necessary part
of variable speed wind turbines as by controlling the pitch angle, the aerodynamic
power that ﬂows through to the generator can be controlled [16]. By carefully control-
ling the pitch angle, maximum power delivered to the generator at a particular wind
speed can be aﬀected [17].
Wind speed is stochastic since it varies randomly throughout the day. Even in
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the same wind farm not all the turbines connected in that farm may be getting the
same wind speed all the time. This causes the generated power to ﬂuctuate. Besides
pitch control, there is also a need that the overall generator output has minimal
ﬂuctuations [18].
The mechanical and electrical controls that are employed in the system must pro-
vide stability to the system in case of disturbances. The disturbances can be either
wind gusts on the mechanical side or changes in electrical variables on the generator
side. The controls must be robust enough to cope with these disturbances.
This thesis relates to smart pitch control for variable speed wind turbines and for
this purpose intelligent control techniques have been incorporated. With the use of
such techniques, it is guaranteed that the controller parameters obtained are optimized
by minimizing or maximizing a particular cost function.
1.3 Intelligent Controls
Intelligent control is envisioned as emulating the human abilities of learning, adapting,
coping with large amount of data in order to eﬀectively control complex processes.
The uncertainity with wind speeds makes the use of intelligent control techniques jus-
tiﬁable in wind power systems. Control algorithms employing neural network learning
technique have the ability to adapt to a variety of scenarios such as unexpected change
of wind speeds [19, 20].
The training of neural networks are often carried out using some heuristic tech-
niques like genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, diﬀerential evolution,
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etc [21,22]. These evolution based techniques that try to locate the optimum minima
or maxima, depending upon the objective function, through systematic search pro-
cedure. Networks are taught to learn from the trained data and apply this learning
to actual scenarios. The weighting functions are normally determined from a huge
amount of data presented to the network. To apply the neural network to physical
systems online, the eﬀort should be directed towards adapting the weighting functions
depending on the data presented to the network.
1.4 Problem Formation
Fixed pitch wind turbines are gradually becoming obsolete and variable pitch wind
turbines are taking their place. The objective should be to extract maximum power
from wind. At the same time the turbine should have higher eﬃciency to transfer
maximum power to the grid. In such circumstances, pitch control of wind turbines
becomes an important area of research. In this work, a variable speed DFIG system
will be investigated for pitch control. Pitch controller parameters are to be found
using an adaptive intelligent control for maximum power transfer from wind. The
proposed work will involve the following steps,
1.5 Thesis Objectives
In summary, the objectives of the proposed work are:
1. Dynamic modeling of double fed induction generator (DFIG).
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This includes forming the non-linear model, incorporating the converter circuitry
and pitch controller. It also includes the mechanical power modeling, depending
upon the wind speed, pitch angle and the tip speed ratio. The available me-
chanical power from wind will make use of highly non-linear expression of power
coeﬃcient Cp. The non-linear model including the wind model is then linearized
around an operating point and eigenvalues are found to identify the dominant
eigen poles of the system.
2. Data collection
Incorporation of wind data from the wind generator at the KFUPM beach front.
The research institute at KFUPM, keeps logs of wind speed data for the small
5kW wind turbine installed at the KFUPM beach.
3. Controller design
The control design has to be performed in the following stages,
• Use of PI controller in the pitch control system.
• Use of back propagation neural network algorithm to determine the PI
gains for the variable wind speed.
• Obtain the test data for neural network through diﬀerential evolution tech-
nique
• Implementation of an adaptive neural network for the pitch controller.
4. Testing
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The controller performance has to be analyzed by applying various types changes
in wind speeds to the system. The system states have to be plotted for each of
these types of disturbances. The last case to be assessed is when the real wind
data is applied as a wind gust to the system.
5. Evaluating the system performance
The system performance with the proposed adaptive intelligent control has to be
compared with a nominal control scenario and the enhanced damping provided
by the controller has to be examined.
1.6 Thesis Organization
A comprehensive literature review is provided in chapter 2. It encompasses, basic ideas
about wind turbines, operating regions and the various control schemes reported in
the literature.
Chapter 3 involves the system modeling. A 12th order non-linear model of the
DFIG system is developed, which includes models for the turbine, aerodynamics,
induction generator, converters and the pitch controller. A linear model is derived for
the control design.
Chapter 4 presents the proposed approach for developing a smart pitch control.
An expert system is developed making use of diﬀerential evolution (DE) and adaptive
neural network.
Chapter 5 presents the simulation results. Results are also included for the real
system data collected.
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Conclusion and future work is presented in chapter 6. This is followed by the
various appendices of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Since 1990, there have been marked developments that have taken place in renew-
able energy ﬁeld especially in the domain of the wind energy. Three major trends
have dominated the development of grid connected wind turbines. They have been
summarized below:
• Turbines have become larger - the average size of turbines sold in the market
has increased substantially.
• The eﬃciency of turbine production has increased steadily.
• Generally, the amount of capital invested per kW has decreased.
It has been observed that the average size of the wind turbines has increased over
the last 10-15 years. In 1990, the size of wind turbines was 200 kW which increased
to 2 MW in 2007. The current size of wind turbines is about 5 MW [23].
The power production from the turbines is associated with the selected site of the
turbine, the hub height and the eﬃciency of power production. It is observed that
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by just increasing the height of the turbines, the power production can be increased.
In recent years, wind speed evaluation at a site have signiﬁcantly improved and thus
site selection for new turbines has drastically improved [24]. With this rapid increase
in wind power capacity in Germany and Denmark, the best wind sites in these coun-
tries have already been occupied and in order to erect new turbines, they have to
be deployed in areas with a marginally lower average wind speed [1]. In Germany
and Denmark, which are extensively involved in wind energy, are now replacing older
smaller turbines with modern versions. Today, in Germany around 5% of electricity
is already being provided by wind turbines, while in Denmark this ﬁgure is more than
30% [2]. However, in Germany, more power is being supplied by wind energy than by
hydroelectric plants.
The electricity production eﬃciency, due to better equipment, which is measured as
annual energy production per square meter of swept rotor area (kWh/m2) at a speciﬁc
site, has correspondingly improved signiﬁcantly in recent years. With improved equip-
ment eﬃciency, turbine siting and higher hub height, the overall production eﬃciency
has increased by 2-3 per cent annually over the last 15 years [25].
2.1 Wind Turbine Basics
The conversion of kinetic energy from the wind for technical applications is eﬀected
by means of a variety of turbine types. Wind Turbines are basically of two types i.e.
horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWTs) and vertical axis wind turbines (VAWTs).
Depending on the way in which energy is extracted from the wind, wide variations are
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discernible between converters, on the fact whether these wind turbines use the drag
developed at the surface of the moving parts or the lift exerted on the blades. The
turbines are constructed so that they can utilize the force of lift [26]. Lift originates in
the ﬂow of air past the rotor blade, which causes an overpressure on the underside of
the blade and an under pressure on the top. The tangential component of the lifting
forces causes the rotor blade to rotate [16, 27].
In horizontal axis wind turbines, the orientation of the spin axis is parallel to the
ground. The tower elevates the nacelle to provide suﬃcient space for the rotor blade
rotation and to reach better wind conditions. The nacelle supports the rotor hub that
holds the rotor blades and also houses the gear box, generator, and in some designs
power converters. The industry standard ,HAWT, uses a three blade rotor positioned
in front of the nacelle, which is known as upwind conﬁguration [24]. In vertical axis
wind turbines, the orientation of the spin axis is perpendicular to the ground. The
turbine rotor uses curved vertically mounted airfoils. The generator and gear box are
normally placed in the base of the turbine on the ground. The rotor blades of the
VAWT have a variety of designs with diﬀerent shapes and number of blades. The
VAWT normally needs guide wires to keep the rotor shaft in a ﬁxed position and
minimize possible mechanical vibrations [1]
In essence the HAWTs have higher wind energy conversion eﬃciency, access to
stronger wind due to high tower and possess power regulation by stall and pitch
angle control at high wind speeds. But as compared to VAWTs, HAWTS have a
higher installation cost mainly because of the construction of a stronger tower to
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support heavy weight of the nacelle and longer cable from the top of the tower to the
ground [2]. On the other hand, VAWTs have lower installation cost. Their operation
is independent of wind direction and they are mainly suitable for rooftops. But these
turbines are inferior to HAWTs because of lower wind energy conversions, higher
torque ﬂuctuations and prone to mechanical vibrations and limited options for power
regulation at high wind speeds [28].
The visible components of a wind turbine are its tower, nacelle and the rotor. The
nacelle holds the generator, which is connected to the rotor through a gear box. The
inclusion of the gear box depends upon the type of generator being used. Switchgear
and protection system is required for supplying the end user or power storage systems.
This has been observed earlier that permanent magnet synchronous generators
(PMSGs) do not have to be installed with a gear box, while other generators including
doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs) do have to be connected with a gear box.
The function of the gear box is that it connects the low speed shaft of the rotor with
the high speed shaft of the generator. The rotor of the wind turbine captures the
kinetic energy of the wind, converts it into the kinetic energy of the rotor and ﬁnally
into the kinetic energy of the generator [29].
2.2 Wind Turbine Classiﬁcations
Wind Turbines are further categorized into two types i.e. variable pitch or ﬁxed pitch.
The role of pitching is that it allows the movement of the blades of the wind turbines
to move in the longitudinal axis, depending upon the control command. A ﬁxed pitch
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diﬀers from variable pitch in the manner that its blades are already positioned in a
certain direction and in such machines maximum power could be delivered at a certain
wind speed which corresponds to that particular pitch. But since they are unable to
change the aerodynamic torque, such machines are becoming less common. On the
other hand variable pitched wind turbines may allow all or part of their blades to
rotate along the pitch angle [30, 31].
There are further divisions of wind turbines. These can be variable speed or ﬁxed
speed. As the name suggests, ﬁxed speed wind turbines rotate at almost a constant
speed which is determined by the gear ratio, the grid frequency and the number of
poles of the generator. The maximum conversion eﬃciency can be achieved only at a
given wind speed, and the system eﬃciency degrades at other wind speeds [14]. The
turbine is protected by aerodynamic control of blades from possible damage caused by
high wind gusts. The ﬁxed speed turbine generates highly ﬂuctuating output power to
the grid, causing disturbances to the power system. This type of turbine also requires
a sturdy mechanical design to absorb high mechanical stresses [32].
On the other hand, variable speed wind turbines can achieve maximum energy
conversion eﬃciency over a wide range of wind speeds. The turbine can continuously
adjust its rotational speed according to the wind speed. In doing so, the tip speed
ratio, which is the ratio of the blade tip speed to the wind speed, can be kept at an
optimal value to achieve the maximum power conversion eﬃciency at diﬀerent wind
speeds [33].
To make the turbine speed adjustable, the wind turbine generator is normally
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connected to the utility grid through a power converter system. The converter system
enables the control of the speed of the generator that is mechanically coupled to
the rotor blades of the wind turbine. The main advantages of the variable speed
turbine include increased wind energy output, improved power quality, and reduced
mechanical stresses [34]. The main drawbacks are the increased manufacturing cost
and power losses due to the use of power converters. Nevertheless, the additional cost
and power losses are compensated for by the higher energy production.
2.3 Operating Regions
Figure 2.1: Operating regions for a wind turbine
The power characteristics of a wind turbine are deﬁned by the power curve, which
relates the mechanical power of the turbine to the wind speed. The three operating
regions i.e. cut-in wind speed, rated wind speed and cut-out speed have been high-
lighted in [1]. The cut-in wind speed, as the name suggests, is the wind speed at which
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the turbine starts to operate and deliver power. The blade should be able to capture
enough power to compensate for the turbine power losses. The rated wind speed is
the speed at which the system produces nominal power, which is also the rated output
power of the generator. The cut-out wind speed gives us the highest wind speed at
which the turbine is allowed to operate before it is shut down. For wind speeds above
the cut-out speed, the turbine must be stopped, preventing damage from excessive
wind [24].
As it can be seen from ﬁgure 2.1, the wind turbine starts to capture power at the
cut-in speed. The power captured by the blades is a cubic function of the wind speed
until the wind speed reaches its rated value. To deliver captured power to the grid at
diﬀerent wind speeds, the wind generator should be properly controlled with variable
speed operation. As the wind speed increases beyond the rated speed, aerodynamic
power control of the blades is required to keep the power at the rated value. This task
is performed by stalling the blades.
For both the ﬁxed speed and the variable speed wind turbines, when the speed is
low i.e. below 6 m/s, the power available from the wind is very low and there are
considerable losses. The 6 m/s speed of wind is sometimes known as the cut in speed
for the turbine. The two types of turbines actually diﬀer in operation in region 2 with
wind speeds ranging from 6 m/s to 11.7 m/s. As is the case with the ﬁxed speed wind
turbines, which are designed for one operating speed in this region 2, the variable
speed wind turbines captures more power than the former. The region 3 is the cut
out speed for the turbines.
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2.4 Blade Pitch Control
In order to control the aerodynamic torque of the wind turbine, the most widely used
control methodology is the blade pitch control [35]. Rotating the blades about their
longitudinal axes facilitates swift and active modiﬁcation of the drive power to the
rotor. The pitch mechanism can change the angle of attack of the blades with respect
to the wind, by which aerodynamic characteristics of the blade can be adjusted [36].
This provides a degree of control over the captured power to improve conversion
eﬃciency or to protect the turbine. When the wind speed is at or below its rated
speed, the angle of attack of the blades is kept at an optimal value, at which the
turbine can capture the maximum power available from the wind. When the wind
speed exceeds the rated value, the blade angle is stalled i.e. the blades are completely
pitched out of wind, to reduce the mechanical stresses on the tower [37].
The pitch mechanism is usually placed in the rotor hub together with a backup
energy storage system for safety purposes. A pitch variation mechanism must apply
the necessary moment to the blade. Adjusting the pitch of the rotor blades provides
an eﬀective means of regulating or limiting turbine performance in high wind speeds
or storm conditions, or changing the speed of rotation. To put the blades into the
necessary position, various mechanisms are employed. These may allow repositioning
of the entire blade or just its tip [29].
In order to control the aerodynamic torque of the wind turbine, the most widely
used control methodology is the blade pitch control. Conventional pitch control strat-
egy has been described in [37]. This type of control strategy makes use of PI controller
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for the pitch control. The system dynamics using the PI controller have been described
in [26, 38–40]. In [37], a comparison has been made between the PI controller based
pitch control with the system incorporating fuzzy logic based pitch control. Advan-
tages and disadvantages of such type of controllers have been described in [41, 42]
2.4.1 Fuzzy Logic Controllers
Fuzzy logic based pitch control has been a popular technique in literature. In [43],
this technique was used to ﬁnd out the parameters of the PI controller for the pitch
control. The model was prepared in Simulink and the results were compared with the
conventional PI controller. From the results it was clear that fuzzy logic based pitch
controller’s performance was more eﬃcient than the conventional based PI controller.
In [44] another method of employing fuzzy logic into pitch control but the paper
describes a more thorough approach by taking into account the stochastic behavior
of wind, air masses complex dynamics, the turbine and the generator’s non-linear
model. The result of this control system permits a smooth and stable operation to
the turbine under the regions of operations. In contrast to the proposed work, it
considers situations where the wind speed exceeds the rating of the wind turbine. In
such cases, the wind turbine must be able to produce constant rated power by varying
the pitch angle. For wind speeds below the rated wind speeds, the blade angle has
been kept at 0 degrees, without catering for the safety limit of the wind turbines.
In [31] a self tuning fuzzy-PID controller has been proposed, whose PID parameters
can be adjusted on-line. The controller designed does not require a precise mathe-
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matical model of the plant. According to the authors, such a controller takes into
account various disturbances and suppresses them. The generator taken into account
in this paper was PMSG and also the simulations were performed in simulink. The
results show that the control has a fast response to any disturbances that happen in
the system.
The references quoted up till now employ fuzzy logic for the pitch control only but
in [45] three fuzzy logic based controllers have been developed. One controller tracks
the generator speed with the wind velocity to extract the maximum power, second
controller is used for light load eﬃciency improvement while the third controller acts
against wind gusts and sudden mechanical torque changes of the turbine. A full
working algorithm of the system has been provided by the authors explaining each
of the three fuzzy logic controllers and when each of these controllers are going to
be activated. One of the advantages of this system is the way the second controller
works. The generator ﬂux programming control reduces the machine rotor ﬂux to
reduce the core loss and this increases the torque current. The overall system loss
decreases and hence increases the total generator power. This search is continued
until the system ﬁnds the maximum power point. One of the diﬀerences from the
work that has been proposed and this paper is the type of generator that is being
used. The generator being used in this paper is squirrel cage induction generator
(SCIG) and includes control of the back to back connected converters. The 3 diﬀerent
fuzzy logic controllers added to the system in this work for pitch control adds to the
complexity and cost.
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A new technique of pitch control has been described in [46]. In this the authors have
come up a new type of fuzzy logic based PI controller by placing it in the feed forward
loop. According to the authors, this method is going to improve the performance of
controller. The signal given to the controller in the feed forward path is the wind speed
variation. From the results of the paper, it was observed that the system stabilized
in less time and the interference capability of the system was enhanced. This works
takes into account only a second order system, ignoring the stator and rotor dynamics.
Also the wind speeds taken to test the system vary slightly about the mean speed of
12m/s.
2.4.2 Robust Controllers
Several others methods have been proposed for pitch control of wind turbines. These
include the use of robust control, gain-scheduling control and other non-linear con-
trollers. Robust controllers for output power leveling of variable speed variable pitch
wind turbine generator systems have been discussed in [16]. The controller developed
in the text can be applicable in a wide wind speed range subjected to large parametric
and non-parametric disturbances. This work takes into account ramp changes in wind
speeds only and evaluates the performance of the robust controller for pitch control.
Other works of robust control include the use of less conservative robust control [36].
It has been observed previously also that the dynamics of the wind turbine system
vary according to the wind speed and also the generator speed. Again they use the
“bladed” software. The same technique has been proposed in [47] also. The main
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concept of this method is that the control bandwidth is restricted by the magnitude
of the multiplicative perturbations in the low frequency band, so the perturbations
in the low frequency band should be re-represented as the feedback perturbations.
The control performance was then evaluated using “bladed”. Other robust controllers
have been discussed in [48]. The use of “bladed” software in these works, make use
of ready-to-use models for the system and applying the robust controller for pitch
control.
2.4.3 Generalized Predictive Control
Some new techniques include the use of generalized predictive control (GPC). This
has been recorded in [49–53]. The proposed method presents a control strategy based
on the average wind speed and standard deviation of wind speed and the pitch angle
control, using GPC in all operating regions for WTG. The standard deviation of wind
speed is then corrected using fuzzy reasoning as found in [54]. These controllers apply
fuzzy reasoning when there are only wind speed changes irrespective of how the system
is reacting to the changes.
2.4.4 Neural Network Based Controllers
The pitch controller based on neural network alone has also been proposed in the lit-
erature. An adaptive neural network capable of self tuning during diﬀerent operating
conditions has been reported in [19]. The proposed controller consists of neural net-
works inverse and forward identiﬁers, used for modeling the dynamics of the system.
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The neural controller is used to generate the command signal for the pitch. In [19]
authors have used the diﬀerent transfer functions for the transducer, actuator and the
drive train and generator. According to [55], neural networks have the capability of
dealing eﬀectively with the process control systems. Initially the authors in [19] tried
the system without the controller, only to ﬁnd it unstable. Then with the neural net-
work, they ﬁrst trained the inverse system using oﬄine techniques with a suﬃciently
large data set that can give details for the plant. After the inverse identiﬁcation has
been performed, then both the neuro- controller and the plant forward identiﬁer are
then trained online. As seen from the results, it takes a large number of iteration or
epochs for the neural network backward identiﬁer to completely recognize the system
but the results show that power stability and torque gets stabilized within 5 seconds
of the disturbance. Besides the power requirement, the pitch also changes to cope up
with the disturbance in the wind speed.
By controlling the pitch using the neural network, another work using an improved
elman neural network (IENN) based algorithm has been reported in [56]. This paper
presents an improved elman neural network (IENN)-based algorithm for optimal wind-
energy control with maximum power point tracking. In [56], an online training method
known as IENN controller with back propagation has been designed with a modiﬁed
optimization technique known as MPSO (modiﬁed particle swarm optimization) [57].
It has been noted that PSO has least computation, fast convergence and easy code
and implementation [58]. Elman neural network (ENN) is a partial recurrent network
model ﬁrst proposed by Elman in 1990 [59]. But according to the author, ENN has
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a disadvantage that it can only work well for single order dynamic systems, so the
basic ENN was modiﬁed to work with higher order systems. In the implementation
part, the reference speed of the rotor is obtained for each particular wind speeds. The
control scheme proposed was compared with the PI controller as well as the fuzzy
based algorithm and the average power is compared. The system was implemented
on real time workshop (RTW). It was found that the best results of power tracking
and eﬃciency comes from the proposed IENN method with MPSO. Later in [56], the
IENN method was developed with other optimization techniques like simple PSO,
GA, with simple IENN and with simple ENN. The number of iterations, the mean
square error, CPU usage time and accuracy was compared for each of these methods.
The best results were coming for IENN with MPSO.
The neural networks used for pitch control described in the literature, do not cater
for the adaptively tuning the weights of the network as the system states change. This
thesis investigates as to tune the controller parameters and the weights of the neural
network with changes in wind speeds and system states.
2.4.5 Adaptive Neural Networks
In determining the best neural network for the system, a few optimization parameters
are taken into account like the weights of the network, the learning parameter, the
number of hidden layers, number of nodes and number of input variables. The weights
of the neural network are trained using some prior knowledge using the oﬄine data
available. Other techniques involve making use of adaptive neural networks, where
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the neural network is adapted as the system data changes online. Adaptive neural
networks have been applied to a wide variety of engineering ﬁelds including the coor-
dination of PSSs and FACTS devices in multi-machine power system [60]. The paper
deals with a new procedure for online control coordination which leads to adaptive
PSS and supplementary damping controllers of FACTS.
Besides this, adaptive neural networks have also been discussed in prediction model
for energy consumption [61].In this paper, various methods have been described for
updating weights including the use of sliding window. Other methods include the use
of adaptive wavelet neural networks as discussed in [62]. Adaptive neural networks
for non-linear systems by state and output feedback have been discussed in [63]. This
makes use of time derivatives of the states that are available for feedback. By con-
structing a high gain observer to estimate the derivatives of the system output, an
adaptive output feedback NN controller is proposed in the paper.
It is observed from the literature, that adaptive neural networks for pitch control
have not been implemented for pitch control of wind turbines. This area as been
investigated in this particular thesis.
2.4.6 Adaptive Controllers
Adaptive controllers have been observed in [64, 65]. Tuning methods of PID using
Ziegler Nichols is also found in the literature [66]. In [64], the PID parameters are
tuned using actor critic learning method which can solve the deﬁciency of realizing ef-
fective control for complex and time varying systems by conventional PID controllers.
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Actor-critic learning is time delay method, the transfer functions of which are found
in [67, 68], that has a separate memory structure to clearly represent the policy in-
dependent of the value function. The actor plays a role of policy and value function
is used to the critic. The critic evaluates the action made by the actor. Learning is
always on policy i.e. the critic must learn and evaluate whatever policy is currently
supplied by the actor. The literature making use of these controllers, assume transfer
functions for the wind turbine system, emphasizing more on the controller perfor-
mance. The wind speed changes taken for the simulations are either ramp or step
changes.
2.4.7 Non-Linear Controllers
Other types of pitch controllers observed in literature make use of non-linear con-
trollers. Such non-linear controllers have been studied in [69, 70]. In the domain of
non-linear controllers, is the prevailing approach of non-linear model predictive control
(NMPC) with neural network covered in [71, 72]. This approach was applied in [73]
for ﬁxed pitch variable speed wind turbines. NMPC promises to be advanced control
algorithms and it is applicable to systems where the system dynamics are much faster
and which requires continuous real-time input. One of the drawbacks that has been
reported of such algorithms is the enhanced computational time mainly because of
the extensive mathematics involved.
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2.4.8 Linear Controllers
The last type of controllers that has been studied is the linear quadratic controllers.
This type of controller depends upon the linearization of the system around diﬀerent
operating points corresponding to the sub-systems of the multimodal base and a state
feedback for the control commands. The objective function is developed which requires
solving the ricatti equation to get the control for the system in order to get a solution
of an LQR problem [74]. In [75–77], multi-model approach is used in the modeling
making use of several linear models, all of them valid around an operating point.
The equivalent instantaneous model is formed by the fusion of successful models.
The choice of these models depends upon the wind speed. This approach promises
the electrical power transmission with a high performance behaviour for all the state
variables. The works quoted, all make use of a 4th order model for the system but
these linear controllers guarantee that optimized controller parameters around one
operating point.
2.5 Doubly Fed Induction Generator Based WECS
Diﬀerent models have been used for DFIG modeling [78–80]. In most of the models
in the literature simpliﬁed control loops are implemented. Decoupled P-Q model is
usually implemented as far as the modeling of the DFIG is concerned. In oﬀshore
wind farms, HVDC is often used; therefore the corresponding controller design is
essential for power system dynamics. The small-signal stability of the DFIG has
been examined in papers, either for open-loop [81] or with control loops [82] without
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considering pitch control. The impact of variable-speed wind turbines on power system
oscillations has been treated in [83] with a constant power model for variable-speed
wind turbines. Modeling with back to back PWM converters and their applications to
variable speed wind-energy generation has been observed in [84]. Comparison between
ﬁxed speed and doubly fed induction wind turbines was studied in [14]. Some of the
other control aspects of DFIG were seen in [85, 86]. In both of these articles, PI
controllers were used in the control loop for controlling the rotor speed and reactive
power. It is concluded that wind power tends to increase the damping of oscillations
of a synchronous generator against a strong system and of inter-area oscillations, while
the impact on intra-area oscillations is not signiﬁcant.
Overall, DFIG is a complex machine, which requires a great deal of eﬃcient control
methodology for steady state as well as dynamic operation. With VSWTs becoming
more popular, DFIGs are preferred over conventional induction generators.
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CHAPTER 3
SYSTEM MODELING
The non-linear and linear modeling of the doubly fed induction generator including
the pitch controller is developed in this chapter. The non-linear model consists of the
induction generator model, drive train modeling, the wind turbine aerodynamics, the
converter model and the pitch angle control. The linearized model is used for the
optimization of the controller parameters in the subsequent chapters.
3.1 Induction Generator Model
A schematic diagram of the DFIG system connected to the power grid equipped
with pitch controller is shown in ﬁgure 3.1. The induction generator is driven by
a horizontal axis wind turbine through its gear boxes. The converters are located
between the rotor terminals and the grid. The dynamic model of the system includes
the wind turbine, pitch controller and the generator with its converters. The voltage
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Figure 3.1: DFIG system conﬁguration equipped with pitch controller
current relationships along the d-q axis, as derived in [87], are given by,
1
ω0
Ψ˙ds − ωe
ω0
Ψqs − Rsids = vds
1
ω0
Ψ˙qs +
ωe
ω0
Ψds − Rsiqs = vqs
(3.1)
1
ω0
Ψ˙dr − sΨqr −Rridr = vdr
1
ω0
Ψ˙qr + sΨdr − Rsiqr = vqr
(3.2)
The above equations are in per unit (pu) system. Recognizing that in pu system
the inductances and the reactances are the same, the stator and rotor ﬂux linkages
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and currents are expanded through the following set of equations,
Ψds = −xsids − xmidr
Ψqs = −xsiqs − xmiqr
(3.3)
Ψdr = −xridr − xmids
Ψqr = −xriqr − xmiqs
(3.4)
By substituting set of eq.3.3 and 3.4 in 3.1 and 3.2, we have,
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
˙ids
˙idr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = 1xsxr − xm2
⎡
⎢⎢⎣−ω0Rsxr ω0 (xrxs − sxm
2) ω0Rrxm ω0xmxr (1− s)
ω0Rsxm ω0xsxm (s − 1) −ω0xsRr ω0 (sxrxs − xm2)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ·
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ids
iqs
idr
iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+
1
xsxr − xm2
⎡
⎢⎢⎣−ω0xrvds + ω0xmvdr
ω0xmvds − ω0xsvdr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3.5)
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
˙iqs
˙iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = 1xsxr − xm2
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ω0 (sxm
2 − xsxr ) −ω0Rsxr ω0xmxr (s − 1) ω0Rrxm
ω0xsxm (1− s) ω0xmRs ω0 (xm2 − sxrxs) −ω0Rrxs
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ·
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ids
iqs
idr
iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+
1
xsxr − xm2
⎡
⎢⎢⎣−ω0xrvqs + ω0xmvqr
ω0xmvqs − ω0xsvqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3.6)
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By combining the state equations for the stator and rotor currents from eq.3.5 and
3.6, we can write them in matrix form as shown in eq.3.7
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
˙ids
˙iqs
˙idr
˙iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a(1, 1) a(1, 2) a(1, 3) a(1, 4)
a(2, 1) a(2, 2) a(2, 3) a(2, 4)
a(3, 1) a(3, 2) a(3, 3) a(3, 4)
a(4, 1) a(4, 2) a(4, 3) a(4, 4)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ids
iqs
idr
iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
b(1, 1) 0 b(1, 3) 0
0 b(2, 2) 0 b(2, 4)
b(3, 1) 0 b(3, 3) 0
0 b(4, 2) 0 b(4, 4)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
vds
vqs
vdr
vqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.7)
Eq.3.7 gives the non-linear relationship of the stator and rotor currents. The matrix
elements i.e. (a(1, 1)...a(4, 4)) and (b(1, 1)...b(4, 4)) are speciﬁed in Appendix A.
where the electrical power is given by,
Pe = Ψqridr −Ψdriqr (3.8)
and the slip of the machine is determined by,
s =
ωs − ωr
ωs
(3.9)
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3.2 Wind Turbine Aerodynamics
The amount of power extracted from wind is a function of the cube of wind speed as
is represented by eq.3.10 ,
Pm =
1
2
ρπR2V 3wCp (λ, β) (3.10)
Here,Vw is the wind velocity, R is the radius of the rotor blades and Cp is the power
coeﬃcient that is dependent upon the tip speed ratio λ and the pitch angle β.
The rotor mechanical power can be computed with the use of power coeﬃcient
curves. Such curves are given by the wind turbine manufacturer power as Cp charac-
teristics, where Cp denotes the power coeﬃcient and is a non-linear function of λ and
β given by eq.3.11 [15],
Cp (λ, β) = 0.5176
[
116
λi
− 0.4β − 5
]
e
−21
λi + 0.0068λ
1
λi
=
1
λ+ 0.08β
− 0.035
β3 + 1
(3.11)
The tip speed ratio is related to wind speed through,
λ =
ωtR
Vw
(3.12)
The variation of mechanical power with respect to the rotor speed for a particular
wind speed for diﬀerent values of pitch angle is given in ﬁgure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Mechanical Power for various pitch angles at wind speed of 12m/s
3.3 Drive Train Modeling
A sketch of the shaft system is shown in ﬁgure 3.3. At the rotor end, the shaft
system of the grid connected wind turbine is subject to mechanical torque TM . At
the generator end, the shaft system is subject to electrical torque, TE , generated by
the electromagnetic ﬁeld of the generator. Therefore the shaft system will be subjected
to torsion θs. At varying electrical torque TE , the shaft twist θs will also vary. The
shaft system will either twist more or relax according to the variations of the electrical
torque TE .
When the dynamic wind turbine model is applied in investigations of power system
stability, the shaft system can be represented as a two mass model. In this model,
rotor inertia is connected to the generator rotor inertia through the shaft system. The
connection provided by the shaft is relatively soft. The state equations in drive train
model include the turbine speed, wt , the torsion twist angle, θs , and the generator
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Figure 3.3: The shaft system representation with the use of two-mass model
rotor speed, wg .
ω˙t =
Pm − Ksθs
2Ht
(3.13)
θ˙s = ωe (ωt − ωr) (3.14)
Δs˙ =
Ksθs − Pe
2Hg
(3.15)
3.4 The Converter Model
Two back-to-back converters, one at the grid side and the other at the rotor side are
connected through a common DC link. From Fig.1, Ra and La are the resistor and
inductor per phase of the grid side converter. The state equations for the converter
currents can then be written as,
d
dt
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ida
iqa
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = ω0La
⎡
⎢⎢⎣−Ra Xa
−Xa Ra
⎤
⎥⎥⎦+ ω0La
⎡
⎢⎢⎣vds − Eqa
vqs − Eqa
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3.16)
Here, Ia = ida + jiqa, Vs = vds + jvqs, and Ea = Eda + jEqa, ω0 = ωs is the base
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frequency. The AC voltages are linked to capacitor voltage by,
Eda = m1Vc cosα1
Eqa = m1Vc sinα1 (3.17)
where, α1 is the phase angle of Ea while m1 is the modulation index. Similarly for
the rotor side we have Vr = vdr+ jvqr and its relationship to DC link capacitor voltage
is given by,
vdr = m2Vc cosα2
vqr = m2Vc sinα2 (3.18)
Where, α2 is the phase angle of Vr, while m2 is the modulation index. The AC
power relationships at the two ends of the converters are given by,
PAC1 = Edaida + Eqaiqa
PAC2 = vdrida + vqriqr (3.19)
The DC power through the capacitor is given by,
PDC = VcC
dVc
dt
(3.20)
The converters are considered to be lossless and hence the total power has the
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relationship,
PDC = PAC1 + PAC2 (3.21)
Using the set (8)-(11) and substituting in (12) gives the state equation for the DC
link capacitor voltage,
dVc
dt
=
1
C
[m1 cosα1ida +m1 sinα1iqa +m2 cosα2idr +m2 sinα2iqr] (3.22)
3.5 Pitch Angle Control
As can be observed from ﬁgure 3.2, control of pitch angle β provides an eﬀective
means for controlling the power input to the generator under varying wind speeds.
The dynamic blade angle control can be organized in a generic way and, in the case
of the pitch control as shown in ﬁgures 3.4 and 3.5. In these two types of control
systems, the blade angle β, is controlled by,
• An electrical value. For instance, the active power, Pg.
• A mechanical value. For instance, the generator rotor speed, ωmref .
To put the blades into the necessary position, pitch servos are employed, which may
be hydraulic or electrical systems. Conventional pitch angle control use PI controllers
to generate the appropriate β. The pitch servo system compares the measured angle of
β to the reference and corrects the error. Usually a ﬁrst order servo model is suﬃcient
in investigations of power system stability. However, more detailed pitch servo models
may be used also.
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Figure 3.4: Pitch control strategy using generator power
In order to get more realistic response of the generic, regular pitch control a number
of delay mechanisms must be implemented in control system models. Such delays rep-
resent sampling and ﬁlters, damping natural frequencies in wind turbine construction.
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Figure 3.5: Pitch control strategy using rotor speed
Figure 3.4 shows a popular method of employing the pitch control which makes use
of the generator power as a feedback signal compared with the reference mechanical
power available from wind. This method has been incorporated as the pitch control
strategy in this thesis. Here Pg represented the electrical power output from the
system. The controller equations can be derived as,
β˙i = KI (Pe − Pe,ref ) (3.23)
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where βi is an intermediate state because of the integral gain and Pe,ref is the reference
mechanical power obtained from ﬁgure 3.2 and KI is the integral gain.
and
β˙ = Ka (KP (Pe − Pe,ref ) + βi)−Kaβi (3.24)
where Ka represents the pitch servo gain and KP is the proportional gain
Combine the equations (3.7), (3.13-3.15), (3.16), (3.22), (3.23-3.24) to get the com-
plete system dynamic model,
x˙ = f [x, u] (3.25)
where x = [ids, iqs, idr, iqr, ωt, θs, ωr, ida, iqa, Vc, βi] and control u = β.
3.6 Linearized Model
From the non-linear model given in sections 3.1-3.5, the linearized equations are ob-
tained for a speciﬁc operating point. The individual models are combined to a give a
composite system.
3.6.1 Generator model
The stator d-axis current as found from eq. 3.7 is,
˙ids = a(1, 1)ids + a(1, 2)iqs + a(1, 3)idr + a(1, 4)iqr + b(1, 1)vds + b(1, 3)vdr (3.26)
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Linearizing this equation gives us,
˙Δids =
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(−ωRsxr )Δids +
(
ωxsxr − ωs0xm2
)
Δiqs
− (xm2ωiqs0 − ωxrxmiqr0)Δωg + (ωxrxm − ωxrxms0 )Δiqr
+ (ωxr) z11Δiad + (ωxr) z12Δiaq + (ωxm) (m2 cosα2)ΔVc
+ (ωxr) z11Δidg + (ωxr) z12Δiqg
}
(3.27)
Similarly, the non-linear q-axis stator current as given in eq. was found out to be,
˙iqs = a(2, 1)ids + a(2, 2)iqs + a(2, 3)idr + a(2, 4)iqr + b(2, 2)vqs + b(2, 4)vqr (3.28)
Linearizing eq.3.28,
˙Δiqs =
1
xsxr − xm2
{
ω
(
s0 xm
2 − xrxs
)
Δids − (ωRsxr)Δiqs
+
(
ωxm
2ids0 + ωxrxmidr0
)
Δωg + (ωxrxm (s0 − 1))Δidr
+ (ωRrxm)Δiqr − (ωxr) z21Δids − (ωxr) z22Δiqs
+ (ωxr) z21Δiad + (ωxr) z22Δiaq + (ωxm) (m2 sinα2)ΔVc
}
(3.29)
The rotor d-axis current is given by,
˙idr = a(3, 1)ids + a(3, 2)iqs + a(3, 3)idr + a(3, 4)iqr + b(3, 1)vds + b(3, 3)vdr (3.30)
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By linearizing eq.3.30,
˙Δidr =
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(ωRsxm)Δids + (ωxmxs (s0 − 1))Δiqs
− (ωRrxs)Δidr +
(
ω
(
s0 xrxs − xm2
))
Δiqr
+ (ωxmxsiqs0 + ωxrxsiqr0 )Δωg + (ωxm) z11Δids
+ (ωxm) z12Δiqs + (ωxs) z11Δiad + (ωxs) z12Δiaq
− (ωxsm2 cosα2)ΔVc
}
(3.31)
The rotor q-axis current is given by,
˙iqr = a(4, 1)ids + a(4, 2)iqs + a(4, 3)idr + a(4, 4)iqr + b(4, 2)vqs + b(4, 4)vqr (3.32)
By linearizing eq.3.32,
˙Δiqr =
1
XsXr − Xm2
{
(ωXsXm (1− s0 ))Δids + (ωRsXm)Δiqs
+
(
ω
(
Xm
2 − s0XrXs
))
Δidr − (ωRrXs)Δiqr
− (ωXsXm ids0 + ω (XrXs) idr0 )Δωg − (ωXm) z21Δiad
− (ωXm) z22Δiaq − (ωXsm2 sinα2)ΔVc
}
(3.33)
3.6.2 Wind Turbine Aerodynamics
The mechanical power that was stated in eq.3.10 consists of the power coeﬃcient
expression which is highly non-linear and hence needs to be linearized. By substituting
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the tip speed ratio expression, given in eq.3.12, in eq.3.11 we have,
Cp (λ, β) = 0.5176
[
116
ωtR
V
+ 0.08β
− 4.06
β3 + 1
]
e
[
− 21ωtR
V
+0.08β
+ 0.735
β3+1
]
+ 0.0068
ωtR
V
(3.34)
Eq.3.34 now contains the terms ωt and β. It is now possible to evaluate the partial
derivatives of Cp with respect to these two terms.
Taking partial derivative ﬁrst w.r.t. ωt
∂Cp (λ, β)
∂ωt
= 0.5176
{[
116
(
ωtR
V
+ 0.08β
)−1
− 4.06
β3 + 1
]
· e
[
−21(ωtRV +0.08β)
−1
+0.735(β3+1)
−1]
·
(
21
ωtR
V
· R
V
)}
+ 0.5176
{
e
[
−21(ωtRV +0.08β)
−1
+0.735(β3+1)
−1]
·
− 116
((
ωtR
V
+ 0.08β
)−2
.
R
V
)}
(3.35)
Now w.r.t. β
∂Cp (λ, β)
∂β
= 0.5176
{[ 116(
ωt0R
V
+ 0.08β0
) − 0.035
(β30 + 1)
− 0.4β0 − 5
]
·
e
−21
[
(ωt0RV +0.08β0)
−1−0.035(β30+1)
−1]
·[
1.68
(
ωt0R
V
+ 0.08β0
)−2
− 2.205β20
(
β30 + 1
)−2]}
+ 0.5176
[
e−21(
ωt0R
V
+0.08β0)
−1−0.035(β30+1)
−1
]
·
166
[(
−0.08
(
ωt0R
V
+ 0.08β0
)−2
+
0.105β20
(β30 + 1)
2
)
− 0.4
]
(3.36)
Finally, the mechanical power as found in eq.3.10 can be written in its linearized
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as,
ΔPm =
∂Cp (λ, β)
∂ωT
Δωt +
∂Cp (λ, β)
∂β
Δβ
=K1Δωt +K2Δβ
(3.37)
Where, K1 aand K2 are linearization constants.
3.6.3 Drive Train Modeling
After the linearization of mechanical power, available from wind, the set of equations
3.13-3.15 can now linearized by making use of eq.3.37.
The three states in the drive train modeling i.e. turbine speed, ωt , torsional twist
angle, θs, and generator speed, ωg , is linearized as,
˙Δωt =
1
2Ht
(K1Δωt +K2Δβ − KsΔθs) (3.38)
ωg is linearized when Pe is substituted as,
Pe = xmids iqr − xm iqsidr (3.39)
Δω˙g =
1
2Hg
{
KsΔθs − xmiqr0Δids + xm idr0Δiqs
− xm ids0Δiqr + xmiqs0Δidr
} (3.40)
Finally, the linearized form θs can be written as,
Δθ˙s = ωe (Δωt −Δωg) (3.41)
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3.6.4 The Converter Model
The converter currents as well as the DC link capacitor voltage equations found in
the non-linear model are linearized at this stage.
Initially, the d-axis converter current is linearized as,
Δ ˙iad =
ωe
Xa
z11Δids +
ωe
Xa
z12Δiqs − ωe
Xa
(Ra + z11 )Δiad
+
(
ωe − ωe
Xa
z12
)
Δiaq − ωe
Xa
m1 cosα1ΔVc
(3.42)
For the q-axis converter current we get,
Δ ˙iaq =
ωe
Xa
z21Δids +
ωe
Xa
z22Δiqs − ωe
Xa
(Ra + z22 )Δiaq
+
(
−ωe − ωe
Xa
z21
)
Δiad − ωe
Xa
m1 sinα1ΔVc
(3.43)
The DC link capacitor voltage found in eq.3.22 is linearized as,
ΔV˙c =
1
C
[
(m1 cosα1)Δiad + (m1 sinα1)Δiaq + (m2 cosα2)Δidr
+ (m2 sinα2)Δiqr
] (3.44)
3.6.5 Pitch Angle Control
Finally, with the controller equations, as deﬁned in the previous section, can now be
linearized to complete the 12th order model for the system.
The intermediate integral gain state βi can be linearized as shown in eq.3.45,
Δβ˙i = KI
[
xm iqr0Δids − xm idr0Δiqs − xm iqs0Δidr + xm ids0Δiqr
]
(3.45)
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while the pitch angle, β, coming from the pitch servo transfer function is linearized
as,
Δβ˙ =KaKP (xm iqr0Δids − xm idr0Δiqs − xm iqs0Δidr + xmids0Δiqr )
+KaΔβi −KaΔβ
(3.46)
3.6.6 Formation of closed loop system matrix
Combining equations (3.27), (3.29), (3.31), (3.33), (3.38), (3.40), (3.41), (3.42), (3.43),
(3.44), (3.45) and (3.46), the perturbed states found in the previous section are used
to form the over all closed loop Ac matrix in the form,
Z˙ = AcZ (3.47)
The Ac matrix is given by eq.3.48. Where, Z will contain all the perturbed states.
The constants in the Ac matrix i.e. a(1,1)...a(12,12) are given in Appendix B.
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⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δ ˙ids
Δ ˙iqs
Δ ˙idr
Δ ˙iqr
Δω˙t
Δω˙g
Δθ˙s
Δ ˙iad
Δ ˙iaq
ΔV˙c
Δβ˙i
Δβ˙
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a(1,1) a(1,2) a(1,3) a(1,4) 0 a(1,6) 0 a(1,8) a(1,9) a(1,10) 0 0
a(2,1) a(2,2) a(2,3) a(2,4) 0 a(2,6) 0 a(2,8) a(2,9) a(2,10) 0 0
a(3,1) a(3,2) a(3,3) a(3,4) 0 a(3,6) 0 a(3,8) a(3,9) a(3,10) 0 0
a(4,1) a(4,2) a(4,3) a(4,4) 0 a(4,6) 0 a(4,8) a(4,9) a(4,10) 0 0
0 0 0 0 a(5,5) 0 a(5,7) 0 0 0 0 a(5,12)
a(6,1) a(6,2) a(6,3) a(6,4) 0 0 a(6,7) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 a(7,5) a(7,6) 0 0 0 0 0 0
a(8,1) a(8,2) 0 0 0 0 0 a(8,8) a(8,9) a(8,10) 0 0
a(9,1) a(9,2) 0 0 0 0 0 a(9,8) a(9,9) a(9,10) 0 0
0 0 a(10,3) a(10,4) 0 0 0 a(10,8) a(10,9) 0 0 0
a(11,1) a(11,2) a(11,3) a(11,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a(12,1) a(12,2) a(12,3) a(12,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 a(12,11) a(12,12)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δids
Δiqs
Δidr
Δiqr
Δωt
Δωg
Δθs
Δiad
Δiaq
ΔVc
Δβi
Δβ
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.48)44
3.6.7 Initial Conditions
From ﬁgure 1 we ﬁnd the intial conditions of the system. This is done by writing
the stator current Is in terms of the converter current Ia, load current Ic and the
transmission line current ILine in terms of the load Y11, the terminal bus voltage Vs
and the inﬁnite bus voltage Vb. The load Y11 can be decomped into g11 and b11, while
the lumped transmission line impedance can be written in the form R + jX . This
shown by eq.3.49-3.50.
Now by decomposing the terminal bus voltage into its d-q components and writing
them in terms of the converter currents we have,
R jX?
Load
11 11 11Y g jb? ?
aI c
I
SI
SV
LineI
bV
To
converter
Figure 3.6: Single line diagram of DFIG to ﬁnd the initial conditions
Is = Ia + Ic + ILine (3.49)
Is − Ia = VsY11 + ILine
Is − Ia = VsY11 + [(Vs −Vb)Y12 ]
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Is − Ia = Vs [Y11 + Y12 ]−VbY12 (3.50)
⎡
⎢⎢⎣(g11 + g12 ) − (b11 + b12 )
(b11 + b12 ) (g11 + g12 )
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣vds
vqs
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣g12
b12
⎤
⎥⎥⎦Vb +
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ids − iad
iqs − iaq
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3.51)
Making vds and vqs as the subject of the equation gives,
⎡
⎢⎢⎣vds
vqs
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣z11 z12
z21 z22
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣g12
b12
⎤
⎥⎥⎦Vb +
⎡
⎢⎢⎣z11 z12
z21 z22
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ids − iad
iqs − iaq
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3.52)
where impedance matrix,
⎡
⎢⎢⎣z11 z12
z21 z22
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ is given by the inverse of
⎡
⎢⎢⎣(g11 + g12 ) − (b11 + b12 )
(b11 + b12 ) (g11 + g12 )
⎤
⎥⎥⎦. The individual elements of the impedance matrix
are given in Appendix A.
For the stator and the rotor currents initial conditions we have to make use of the
induction generator model which when substituted in eq.3.52 results in,
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⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
− (Rs + z11 ) (Xs + z12 ) 0 Xm
− (Xss + z21 ) − (Rs + z22 ) −Xm 0
0 sXm −Rr sXrr
−sXm 0 −sXrr −Rr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ids
iqs
idr
iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
z11 g12 + z12 b12
z21 g12 + z22 b12
vdr
vqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Vb
−
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
z11 iad + z12 iaq
z21 iad + z22 iaq
0
0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.53)
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CHAPTER 4
THE SMART CONTROL
ALGORITHMS
The wind generation system including the pitch controller conﬁguration is shown in
ﬁgure 3.1. The control design has to cater for variable wind speed. The proposed
control strategy involves determination of optimum control parameters for diﬀerent
wind speeds, the optimization being carried out through a diﬀerential evolution tech-
nique. The diﬀerential evolution technique maximizing the system damping. A neural
network is employed to select the control parameters for actual wind speed and op-
erating scenario. A strategy is presented which will adapt the weights of the neural
network providing a smart control strategy. The diﬀerential evolution algorithm, back
propagation neural network and adaptive algorithm is presented in this chapter brieﬂy.
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Figure 4.1: Adaptive neural network based pitch controller
4.1 Diﬀerential Evolution
4.1.1 Overview
Intelligent control is composed of a variety heuristic techniques like genetic algorithm,
particle swarm optimization, simulated annealing, tabu search, diﬀerential evolution
etc. The diﬀerential evolution algorithm covers up for the disadvantages of other
techniques because of its ease of use, eﬃcient memory utilization, lower computa-
tional complexity, lower computational eﬀort due to its fast convergence and above
all its robustness to get to optimal solutions even in non-diﬀerentiable optimization
problems. More details about this technique follow up in this chapter.
The DE is a population based optimization technique and is suited for solving
non-linear and non-diﬀerentiable optimization problems. DE is a kind of searching
technique and requires number (NP) of candidate solutions (X in) to form a population
(G i), where each solution consists of certain number of parameters xnj depending on
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the problem dimension [88].
G i = [X1 ,X2 , ...,XNP ] i : Generation,NP : Population size (4.1)
X in = [xn1 , xn2 , ..., xnj ] n : Problem dimension (4.2)
The main idea in any search technique relies in how to generate a variant (oﬀspring)
vector solution, on which the decision will be made, in order to choose the best (parent
or variant). The strategy applied in this technique is to use the diﬀerence between
randomly selected vectors to generate a new solution. For each solution in the original
population, a trail solution is generated by performing process of mutation, recombi-
nation and selection operators. The old and new solutions are compared and the best
solutions are emerged in the next generation. Initially the DE was developed to solve
single objective optimization problem.
The DE, as an evolutionary technique, generally performs three steps: initialization,
creating new trail generation and selection.
4.1.2 DE Algorithm
4.1.2.1 Initialization
As a preparation for the optimization process, the following requirements should be
speciﬁed:
• D: Problem dimension which deﬁnes the number of control variables. Also, the
range of each control element should be deﬁned. This range is required during
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the process.
• Minimum and maximum values of the parameters to be optimized.
• NP: Population size
• The number of iterations for which the algorithm is going to run
• F : Mutation factor, which is helpful in ﬁnding the optimal solution in the entire
search space by mutating the control parameters.
• CR: Crossover factor, which determines probability for oﬀspring parameters for
each control vector.
The ﬁrst step in order to perform optimization using DE, is to generate an initial
population composed of NP vectors (solutions). Each vector includes the values of
the various control variables which represent a candidate solution to the problem.
This is done by assigning random values for each parameter of solution xi , within the
range of the corresponding control variable [89].
xi,j = xj,min + rand (0, 1) (xj,max − xj,min) i = 1, NP, j = 1, D (4.3)
4.1.2.2 Evaluation and ﬁnding the best solution
Once the initial population is formed, the objective value for each vector is calculated
and then compared to get the best solution achieving the optimal objective. This value
is stored externally and updated by comparison with all solutions in every generation.
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4.1.2.3 Mutation
The mutation operation is considered as the ﬁrst step towards the generation of new
solutions. At this stage, for every solution (individual) in the population in generation-
i: X
(G)
i i=1,...,NP, a mutant vector V
(G+1 )
i is generated using one of the equations
given by eq.4.4-4.7 [90]:
V
(G+1 )
i = X
(G)
r1 + F
(
X
(G)
r2 − X (G)r3
)
(4.4)
V
(G+1 )
i = X
(G)
best + F
(
X
(G)
r1 − X (G)r2
)
(4.5)
V
(G+1 )
i = X
(G)
best + F
(
X
(G)
best − X (G)i
)
+ F
(
X
(G)
r1 − X (G)r2
)
(4.6)
V
(G+1 )
i = X
(G)
r1 + F
(
X
(G)
r2 − X (G)r3 +
)
+ F
(
X
(G)
r4 − X (G)r5
)
(4.7)
Where, X
(G)
r1 ,X
(G)
r2 ,X
(G)
r3 ,X
(G)
r4 ,X
(G)
r5 are randomly selected solution vectors from
the current generation (diﬀerent from each other and the corresponding Xi) and X
G
best
is the solution achieving best value. F is a mutation constant and it takes values
between 1 and 0. The factor F plays a role in controlling the speed of convergence.
4.1.2.4 Crossover
To further perturb the generated solutions and enhance the diversity, a crossover op-
eration is applied by the DE. In this step the parameters of the generated mutant
vector and its corresponding vector i in the original population are copied to a trial
solution according to a certain crossover factor CR between 0 and 1. For each param-
eter, a random number in the range 0 and 1 is generated and compared with CR, and
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if its value is less than or equal to CR, the parameter value is taken from the mutant
vector, otherwise, it will be taken from the parent. The crossover process is shown in
ﬁgure 4.2. However, in case CR was deﬁned to be zero, then all the parameters of the
trial vector are copied from the parent vector Xi , except one value (randomly chosen)
of the trial vector is set equal to the corresponding parameter in the mutant vector.
On the other hand, if CR is set equal to one then all parameters will be copied from
the mutant vector, except one value (randomly chosen) of the trial vector is set equal
to the corresponding parameter in the parent vector. The factor CR plays a role in
controlling the smoothness of the convergence. As CR becomes very small, it becomes
very probable that the trial solutions would have characteristic of their parent vectors
and therefore, slow the convergence [89, 90].
4.1.2.5 Selection
The last step towards generation of a new population is to compare the solutions
in old population and their corresponding trail solutions and then select the better
one. For this, the objective value corresponding to each trail solution is calculated
and compared with the value of the parent. If the new solution performed better it
replaces the parent, otherwise the old solution is retained [89].
4.1.2.6 Stopping Criteria
Once, a new generation is produced, the problem updates the global best. The user
deﬁned criteria would also be checked. In most cases a maximum number of iterations
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Figure 4.2: Crossover process
is deﬁned and selected as stopping criteria. In practice, the user can check the results
and verify the change and can determine when to stop [89].
4.1.3 Diﬀerential Evolution Applied to Pitch Control
A ﬂowchart of DE algorithm, pertaining to pitch control problem is shown in ﬁgure
4.3. The algorithm begins by taking wind speed as input. The parameters to be
optimized are the PI controller gains. Therefore ‘D’ is set to be equal to 2. An initial
population with NP=100 by taking random values of KP and KI deﬁned between the
minimum and maximum values for these control parameters using eq.4.3.
In order to diversify the search for the optimal solution mutation and crossover
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functions are applied. Objective function is then evaluated. The selected values of
controller parameters are used to evaluated the eigenvalues of the closed loop matrix
developed in chapter 3. DE will try to push all those eigenvalues that have damping
ratio less than the preselected one to have the desired damping.
Trial and mutated vectors are formed using the crossover process illustrated in ﬁgure
4.2. The new population formed through this process is arranged in an ascending order
of their objective function values. A check is carried out to see whether the objective
function is minimized or not. If it is then the resultant control parameters constitute
an optimal solution otherwise the algorithm continues until the desired parameters
are achieved.
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart of Diﬀerential Evolution
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4.2 Artiﬁcial Neural Network
The back propagation algorithm represents one of the most classical examples of an
artiﬁcial neural network (ANN), being also one of the simplest in the overall design.
The network consists of several layers of neurons. The ﬁrst layer of neurons is known
as a sensory layer - each neuron receives just one component of the input vector. This
gets distributed to all the neurons from the input layer.The last layer is known as the
output layer, which processes the data presented from the input layer into relevant
outputs [91]. The intermediate layers in the network are known as hidden layers.
4.2.1 Back Propagation Algorithm Applied to Pitch Control
For the pitch control problem, ﬁgure 4.4 shows the ﬂowchart that is used. It makes
use of diﬀerential evolution as the back end program to generate optimum control
parameters for particular wind speed.
The training data for the back propagation neural network is achieved by taking
random values of wind speeds between 5m/s and 15m/s. These wind speeds are saved
into an input vector while the resultant controller gains for a particular wind speed
is saved into an output vector. These two vectors serve as inputs and targets for the
back propagation algorithm. The weights in the hidden layer are trained using this
algorithm. A large training data is taken so that 500 data sets could be used for the
training of the data while the remaining could be used for its validation. The training
of the network continues until the total sum-of-squares function [60], given by eq.4.8
is minimized. For an input vector Xi and the associated target T , the sum of squares
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error function E (W ), E is dependent on the weights of the network and is deﬁned as,
E(W ) =
1
2
NL∑
q=1
[zLqXi − TqXi]2 (4.8)
where zLq is the output of neuron q from the output layer. The network once trained
is saved to be recalled later for time domain simulations. This trained neural network
will be used as a reference model once an adaptive neural network is developed. The
details are discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.4: Flowchart of Neural Network to be employed for pitch controller
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4.3 Adaptive Neural Network
With the evolution in adaptive neural networks, two kinds of error correction rules
for online weight updates have come to forefront. They are error correction rules and
gradient rules. Error correction rules alter the weights of a network to correct error
in the output response to the present input pattern. Gradient rules, following up
from the back propagation neural network discussed in the previous section, alter the
weights of the network during each pattern presentation by gradient descent with the
objective of reducing mean square error, averaged over all training patterns [91].
In back propagation algorithm, the weights are updated by making use of eq.4.9,
W (t + 1 ) = W (t)− μ∇E (4.9)
where ∇E represents the rate of change of error of weights in lth layer and N number
of neurons, given by eq.4.10,
∇El =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∂E
∂wl11
· · · ∂E
∂wl1Nl−1
...
. . .
...
∂E
∂wlNl1
· · · ∂E
∂wlNl
Nl−1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(4.10)
In adaptive neural networks, the weight update is carried out by making use of
μ-LMS algorithm.
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4.3.1 μ-LMS Algorithm
The μ-LMS algorithm works by performing approximate steepest descent on the
weights [91]. Since mean square error is a quadratic function of the weights. An
instantaneous gradient based upon the square of the instantaneous linear error is,
∇ˆEt = ∂

2
t
∂W (t)
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂2t
∂w0t
...
∂2t
∂wNt
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4.11)
LMS works by using this crude gradient estimate in place of the true gradient ∇E as
in eq.4.10. Making this replacement in eq.4.9 yields,
W (t + 1 ) = W (t)− μ∇ˆEt
= W (t)− μ ∂2t
∂Wt
(4.12)
The instantaneous gradient is used because it is readily available from a single data
sample. The true gradient is generally diﬃcult to obtain. Computing it would involve
averaging the instantaneous gradient associated with all patterns in the training set.
Applying diﬀerentiation on eq.4.12 gives,
W (t + 1 ) = W (t)− 2μ
t ∂
t
∂Wt
(4.13)
Now assuming that 
t gives the linear diﬀerence between the desired response at any
stage dt and the output W
T
t xt. Replacing 
t in eq.4.13 results in,
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W (t + 1 ) = W (t)− 2μ
t
∂
(
dt −W Tt xt
)
∂Wt
(4.14)
Noting that dt and xt are independent of the current instant of weight value Wt yields,
W (t + 1 ) = W (t) + 2μ
txt (4.15)
The learning constant μ determines the stability and the convergence rate as dis-
cussed in the previous section. In this algorithm, and other iterative steepest descent
procedures, use of the instantaneous gradient is perfectly justiﬁed if the step size is
small.
Figure 3.4 once incorporates the adaptive neural network can be visualized as
illustrated by ﬁgure 4.1. The algorithm followed by the adaptive neural network for
the pitch control is summarized below,
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Adaptive Neural Network for Pitch Control
At initial conditions operating at one wind speed do,
1. Find out the reference power from ﬁgure 3.2 at an initial pitch angle
β and rotor speed.
2. The reference neural network model computes the optimum KP and
KI for the PI controller at that wind speed according to ﬁgure 4.4.
This is done by making use of the back propagation algorithm. The
weights of this neural network are ﬁxed.
3. Evaluate the system states from the linearized model given in eq.3.48.
This involves making use of the initial conditions highlighted in chap-
ter 3.
Adapting weights in case of wind speed disturbance
1. The reference model generates new optimum KP and KI .
2. The system states vary according to the disturbance.
3. By setting the new optimum KP and KI as the targets and also mak-
ing use of limits for generator speed and terminal voltage variation,
the weights of the adaptive neural network are adapted by making use
of eq.4.10-4.15.
4. The new generated KP and KI are applied to the system to come with
an optimized value for the pitch control β.
Table 4.1: Adaptive Neural Network Algorithm for pitch control
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CHAPTER 5
TESTING THE SMART PITCH
CONTROLLER
The intelligent control based algorithm generated for the DFIG system is tested in
this section. Results are presented for diﬀerent wind speed scenarios and compared
with the nominal system operation. Controller design is carried out for a range of
wind speeds and tuned for optimum parameter values. The control design involves,
• Simulation results of the DE optimization procedure
• Neural network based training and testing of the parameter
• Determination of adaptive weights for the neural network
Simulation of the DFIG system with the pitch controller was followed by the four
test cases i.e.
• Step change in wind speed from 12 m/s to 11 m/s
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• Step change in wind speed from 12 m/s to 14 m/s
• Sinusoidal change in wind speed with the addition of white noise
• With scaled real wind data as a disturbance
The DFIG conﬁguration with pitch control is shown in ﬁgure 5.1. The optimally tuned
adaptive back propagation weights were used in the testing phase. The system data
is tabulated in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: DFIG system conﬁguration equipped with pitch controller
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Mean wind speed (Vw) 12 m/s
Radius of the blades (R) 13.5 m
Density of air (ρ) 1.225 kg/m2
Turbine intertia (Ht) 2 s
Generator intertia (Hg) 0.5 s
Shaft stiﬀness (Ks) 0.3 p.u/el.rad
Stator reactance (xs) 0.09241 p.u
Stator resistance (Rs) 0.00488 p.u
Rotor reactance (xr) 0.2 p.u
Rotor resistance (Rr) 0.0059 p.u
Mutual inductance (xm) 3.95379 p.u
Grid side converter circuit resistance (Ra) 0.001 p.u
Grid side converter circuit reactance (La) 0.1 p.u
Transmission line resistance (R) 0.02 p.u
Transmission line reactance (X) 0.15 p.u
Capacitor (C) 1.0 p.u
Load (Y11) 0.402-j0.0389 p.u
Table 5.1: System Data
5.1 Generation of adaptive controller parameters
The training data for the adaptive neural network is obtained from the diﬀerential
evolution expert system. A diﬀerential evolution program was used to generate the
controller gains for various wind speeds. DE uses dominant eigenvalues of the lin-
earized system and ﬁnds the controller parameters so as to make the damping ratio
less than the preselected value ζ0. The objective function to be minimized is written
as,
J =
n∑
i=1
(ζ − ζ0)2 (5.1)
The values for crossover and mutation in this study are taken to be 0.8 and 0.4
respectively. The DE algorithm is supplied with a set of maximum and minimum
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values of parameters as,
−15 ≤ KP ≤ 7
−7 ≤ KI ≤ 10
(5.2)
The diﬀerential evolution will try to ﬁnd out the optimized parameters of the PI
controller under given initial conditions. The algorithm begins with wind speed as
input and generating an initial population of size 100 by taking random values for KP
and KI . The DE will try to search for the optimum values of KP and KI within the
range,
In order to search for optimal values, procedures such as crossover and mutation are
then applied. For a wind speed of 12 m/s, the DE converged to the optimal value in
about 25 iterations as shown in ﬁgure 5.2. It is observed that the diﬀerential evolution
algorithm tries to search for global optima as the number of iterations increase. There
are regions where the cost function does not change. These areas can be identiﬁed as
local minimas and in order to avoid these, crossover and mutations are applied until
there is no further changes in the cost function. The cost function does not change
after about 25 iterations onwards.
The convergence characteristics of the PI gains as functions of iteration numbers
are shown in ﬁgures 5.3 and 5.4. Similar to the cost function plotted for the DE, the
PI controller gains converge after about 25 iterations. It is observed that again there
are regions where the gains do not change. These are regions of local minimas. By
the use of heuristic processes of crossover and mutation, global optimas of gains are
obtained until there they converge. The optimized controller parameters, for wind
speed of 12 m/s, are tabulated in table 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Cost function vs. no. of iterations for optimization at v=12m/s
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Figure 5.3: Convergence of KP vs. no. of iterations for optimization at v=12m/s
The output of the DE program was used to train the back propagation neural
networks for a range of wind speed inputs. The input vector of the reference model
consists of wind speeds while the output vector consists of optimized controller pa-
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KP,opt KI,opt
v=12m/s -13.3061 0.3401
Table 5.2: Optimum controller parameters for 12 m/s wind speed
rameters. This reference model is compared with the network that is trained with
the states of the system as input and the corresponding optimized parameters. Since
the system makes use of a neural network that depends upon the system states, the
targets set for this system to adapt comes from the reference neural network. The
converged weighting function obtained after adapting the system for 3 layers and 20
neurons neural network was.
W(3×20) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−0.2906 −3.6181 0.1279 · · · 0.5319 −0.1234 −0.1896
0.3457 3.6770 −0.3672 · · · −0.5104 −0.0340 0.0433
−0.0657 −1.0036 0.3063 · · · −0.0370 0.3468 −0.0131
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(5.3)
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These values are further adapted after changing operating conditions and are shown
in individual test cases.
5.2 Eigenvalues of the closed loop system
The eigenvalues of the linearized for the controller gains obtained for wind speed of
9m/s are compared with nominal control i.e. with KP=1 and KI=0. These are
tabulated in table 5.3. It can be observed that the optimized PI controller gains
improve the system stability.
The dominant eigenvalue in the case of nominal control was found out to be
−0.207 ± 1.072j. By making use of the diﬀerential evolution algorithm, the eigen-
values having damping ratio less than preselected value ζ0 are pushed so that the
desired damping ratio could be achieved. For the case of optimal PI controller, all the
eigenvalues have damping ratio at least greater than or equal to the ζ0 and hence the
resultant controller gains found are optimal parameters that minimize the objective
function deﬁned in eq.5.1.
Nominal Control With Optimal PI Controller
−327.719± 1346.361j −327.719± 1346.361j
−5.837± 378.403j −5.837± 378.403j
−5.818± 39.975j −5.799± 39.971j
−0.409 + 7.589j −0.643± 7.362j
−0.207± 1.072j −9.623
−0.027 −0.525± 2.316j
0 −0.25
Table 5.3: Eigenvalues of the system at 9m/s wind speed for the optimal PI controller
compared with nominal control scenario
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5.3 Test Case I
A step change from 12m/s to 11m/s is applied to the system as shown in ﬁgure
5.5. Initially, the system was working at 0.902 p.u power loading as is evident from
ﬁgure 5.7. The disturbance is applied at time t=1 sec and the response of the system
states is observed. As the wind speed changes to 11m/s, the pitch controller must
adjust the pitch of the turbine blades so that maximum possible aerodynamic power
could be extracted from the wind. Using the wind model developed in chapter 3 and
extracting reference settings for mechanical power from ﬁgure 5.6, it is observed that
the new mechanical power reference is set to about 0.82 p.u. This power is sent to the
wind conversion system and from ﬁgure 5.7, it is evident that the generator is able to
achieve the new mechanical power settings in about 5 seconds after the disturbance
was applied. With the reduction in mechanical power, the generator speed and slip
decreases from an initial value to adjust to the change noticeable from ﬁgures 5.8 and
5.9.
The control parameters shown in ﬁgures 5.14 and 5.15 make use of the adaptive
neural network to adjust the gains and achieve the reference power. The adaptive
neural network, as discussed previously, makes use of the system states like generator
speed, stator and rotor current, terminal voltage and DC link voltage to provide the
optimum controller gains to damp the transients. From ﬁgures 5.8-5.13, it is observed
that as the system states vary, the controller parameters also adjust themselves until
they are able to stabilise the system. As the system achieves the set reference power,
there is minimal variation in the KP and KI , which is expected.
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Contrary to adaptive neural network based controller, it is concluded that in nomi-
nal control scenario, the system damping is insuﬃcient and there are transients avail-
able in the system states. The states are unable to stabilise within the simulation
time and hence has a poor performance as compared to the adaptive neural network
based controller.
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Figure 5.5: Test case wind speed
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Figure 5.6: Mechanical Power for various pitch angles at wind speed of 12 m/s
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Figure 5.7: Output power with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 11m/s at t=1sec
(a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.8: Generator speed with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 11m/s at
t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.9: Change in slip with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 11m/s at t=1sec
(a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.10: Terminal voltage with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 11m/s at
t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.11: Response of stator current with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to
11m/s at t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.12: Response of rotor current with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to
11m/s at t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.13: DC link voltage with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 11m/s at
t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.14: Variation of KP with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 11m/s at
t=1sec while KP=1 for nominal control
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Figure 5.15: Variation of KI with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 11m/s at
t=1sec while KI=0 for nominal control
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5.4 Test Case II
An step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 14m/s is applied to the system as shown
in ﬁgure 5.16. As compared to the previous the case an upward change in wind speed
is applied. This is just to ensure that the system is capable enough of making all
sorts of adjustments with sudden changes in wind speeds. Initially the system was
operating at 0.902 p.u at 12 m/s. The disturbance is applied at time t=1 sec. A new
mechanical power reference is set according to the change in the wind speed. The
pitch controller will try to achieve to this new power settings by adjusting the pitch.
It can be observed from ﬁgure 5.17 that the electrical power is able to track to the
mechanical power very smoothly in the case of the adaptive neural network. With an
increase in mechanical power, the generator speed also increases but settles in about 6
seconds as is clear from ﬁgures 5.18 and 5.19. The system states including the stator
and the rotor currents, the terminal voltage and the DC link capacitor voltage show
similar responses as illustrated from ﬁgures 5.20-5.23.
The controller gains as in ﬁgures 5.24 and 5.25 are adapted to changes in the system
states by the adaptive neural network until the system stabilises. These optimum gains
provide a high level of damping resulting in minimum transients. The nominal control
again provides less damping and has a degraded performance as compared to the pitch
controller based on adaptive neural network.
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Figure 5.16: Test case wind speed
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Figure 5.17: Output power with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 14m/s at
t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.18: Generator speed with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 14m/s at
t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.19: Change in slip with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 14m/s at
t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.20: Terminal voltage with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 14m/s at
t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.21: Response of stator current with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to
14m/s at t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.22: Response of rotor current with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to
14m/s at t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.23: DC link voltage with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 14m/s at
t=1sec (a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.24: Variation of KP with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 14m/s at
t=1sec while KP=1 for nominal control
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Figure 5.25: Variation of KI with a step change in wind speed from 12m/s to 14m/s at
t=1sec while KI=0 for nominal control
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5.5 Test Case III
In this particular case, a sinusoidal wind speed disturbance is applied to the system
as shown in ﬁgure 5.26. Test cases I and II represented unrealistic changes in wind
speeds. To demonstrate a higher practical value for this case, white noise has been
added to the wind speed. The white noise will allow an impure sine wave to be
generated and hence imparts randomness in the wind speed. The signal to noise ratio
(SNR) for the white noise is set to be at 25 dB. This value was chosen as a SNR value
much below 30 dB will distort the shape of the sine wave signiﬁcantly.
The variation in mechanical power is shown in ﬁgure 5.27. The output electrical
power also shows a sinusoidal response. The pitch angle variation is illustrated in
ﬁgure 5.34. It is observed that with the wind speed varying sinusoidally, the pitch
angle has the same response. It is also noted that as the pitch angle decreases, the
mechanical power increases but the increase in electrical power takes place after a
time delay because of the actuator that is connected between the pitch controller and
the wind turbine. The increase in mechanical power can be explained in terms of the
amount opening of the turbine blades. A decrease in pitch angle means that more
wind power is allowed to pass through and hence more aerodynamic power is available
for the generator.
The generator speed and variation in generator slip as in ﬁgures 5.28 and 5.29 also
show a sinusoidal response after the disturbance, which is expected. From the terminal
voltage response as illustrated in ﬁgure 5.30, it can be concluded that although the
disturbance applied was sinusoidal, the voltage does not dip signiﬁcantly and remains
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within 5% of the initial value. The rest of the system states including the stator and
rotor currents and DC link capacitor voltage shown in ﬁgures 5.31-5.33 show a relative
sinusoidal response to the disturbance.
The controller gains are shown in ﬁgures 5.35 and 5.36. As the system states
change, the gains are also updated by the adaptive neural network. As expected, the
gains also show a sinusoidal response as they are updated. The slight glitches in the
response are because of the white noise that has been added to the wind speed.
It is concluded that the adaptive neural network based pitch controller is capable of
damping the transients in this case of wind speed variation, much better as compared
to the nominal control.
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Figure 5.26: Test case wind speed
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Figure 5.27: Output power with a sinusoidal change in wind speed at t=1sec (a) With
adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.28: Generator speed with a sinusoidal change in wind speed at t=1sec (a) With
adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.29: Change in slip with a sinusoidal change in wind speed at t=1sec (a) With
adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.30: Terminal voltage with a sinusoidal change in wind speed at t=1sec (a) With
adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.31: Response of stator current with a sinusoidal change in wind speed at t=1sec
(a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.32: Response of rotor current with a sinusoidal change in wind speed at t=1sec
(a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.33: DC link capacitor voltage with a sinusoidal change in wind speed at t=1sec
(a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.34: Pitch angle variation with a sinusoidal change in wind speed at t=1sec while
β = 110 in nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.35: Variation of KP with a sinusoidal change in wind speed at t=1sec while KP = 1
in nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.36: Variation of KI with a sinusoidal change in wind speed at t=1sec while KI = 0
in nominal control scenario
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5.6 Test Case IV
To test the algorithm random wind data from KFUPM beach front was collected for
the month of October 2010 and plotted as shown in ﬁgure 5.37. The data that is
usually collected is after 10 minutes time stamp. The wind speeds were also scaled
so as to meet the system requirements. For simulation work, this data is scaled to 10
seconds. This data is applied as a disturbance to the system at time t=1 sec. With
the wind speeds changing rapidly, it is imperative to check that the system does not
get unstable with such a disturbance.
The variation in mechanical and electrical power is shown in ﬁgure 5.38. As the
pitch angle relative to the wind speed changes illustrated in ﬁgure 5.45 changes, the
mechanical power also varies accordingly. From the electrical power plot, it is clear
that the output power tracks the mechanical power that is available from the wind. It
is also observed that contrary to the rapid changes in mechanical power, the electrical
power supplied by the wind generator is smooth with least transients with an adaptive
neural network based pitch controller.
The pitch angle variation can be compared with the wind speed data. The primary
purpose of the pitch controller is to reduce the pitch angle when the wind speed goes
below the rated wind speed and vise verse. Comparing ﬁgure 5.37 with 5.45 it is
concluded that the pitch controller is performing the same task.
A controlled response of the generator speed, terminal voltage, stator and rotor
currents and the DC link capacitor voltage is also observed from ﬁgures 5.40-5.44,
with the adaptive neural network based pitch controller. The generator speed varies
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between the mean of the wind speed data. The terminal voltage, shown in ﬁgure 5.41,
demonstrates that the voltage remains within 5% of the initial value even with the
random changes in wind speeds.
The controller parameters are updated regularly with changes in wind speeds and
system states. This is clear from ﬁgures 5.46 and 5.47. This continuous update of
gains allow for increased damping of the states. The nominal control is unable to cope
with random change in wind speeds and hence it is observed that the transients are
not damped and provides a poor response as compared to the adaptive neural network
based controller.
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Figure 5.37: Scaled wind speeds as taken from KFUPM beach front
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Figure 5.38: Mechanical power available from wind and the resultant electrical power from
(a) With adaptive neural network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.39: Generator speed with real wind data in (a) With adaptive neural network and
(b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.40: Change in slip with real wind data in (a) With adaptive neural network and
(b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.41: Variation in terminal voltage with real wind data (a) With adaptive neural
network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.42: Response of stator current with real wind data in (a) With adaptive neural
and (b) Nominal control scenario network
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Figure 5.43: Response of rotor current with real wind data in (a) With adaptive neural
network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.44: Response of rotor current with real wind data in (a) With adaptive neural
network and (b) Nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.45: Variation of pitch angle β while β = 110 in nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.46: Variation of KP while KP = 1 in nominal control scenario
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Figure 5.47: Variation of KI while KI = 0 in nominal control scenario
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
6.1 Conclusion
A smart pitch control strategy, which adaptively tunes the controller parameters, is
presented in this thesis. The strategy involves generation of the controller gains for the
range of wind speeds through a diﬀerential evolution technique, training the control
parameters through a back propagation neural network and adaptively tuning the
network weights for random wind speeds and variable operating scenarios.
A complete dynamic model of DFIG system equipped with converter circuitry
and pitch control system is developed. The model consists of the generator, wind
turbine, aerodynamic and the converter systems. The pitch controller parameters
were optimized using diﬀerential evolution intelligent technique, which made use of
an eigenvalue based objective function to obtain the optimized values. The back
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propagation neural network was trained using a large data set of varying wind speed
conditions. The self tuning adaptive neural network updates the control parameters
in response to variable system operating regimes.
System stability has been investigated from the eigenvalue analysis which shows
that with nominal control the system is under damped while with pitch controller the
system has suﬃcient damping to reduce the transients in the system states. Several
cases have been studied, including a case with real wind data.
From the simulation results, it is observed that the pitch controlled system em-
ployed enables the electrical power to track the mechanical power from wind by vary-
ing the pitch angle of the blades. The adaptive neural network based pitch controller
generates the necessary control to keep the system stable with minimum transients.
The controls generated by the adaptive ANN controller are optimum controls from
diﬀerential evolution algorithm for each wind speed disturbance and operating con-
ditions. The adaptive ANN controller was compared with nominal control scenario,
which is unable reduce the system transients and also incapable to allow the electrical
power to track the mechanical power available from wind.
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6.2 Future Work
There are several issues that are still to be addressed in the thesis subject:
• The pitch controller designed in this thesis, tries to achieve the reference me-
chanical power from wind but other maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
conﬁgurations making use of converter controls for the generator can be incor-
porated to increase the eﬃciency of the system.
• Due to the stochastic nature of wind, pitch controllers designed through linear
quadratic gaussian (LQG) methodology can also be studied. The LQG method
will generate the necessary control by making use of an adaptive Kalman ﬁlter.
Other techniques may involve, the use of linear quadratic and robust controllers.
• A study can be carried out for wind turbines equipped with pitch control and
comparing the generation mix with other generating units in a smart grid envi-
ronment.
• Instead of neural networks, fuzzy logic controllers can also be incorporated. The
membership functions for these controllers can be made according to the system
requirements. These membership functions will deﬁne the new pitch command
depending upon the wind speed disturbance.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
System Data
Mean wind speed (Vw) 12 m/s
Radius of the blades (R) 13.5 m
Density of air (ρ) 1.225 kg/m2
Turbine intertia (Ht) 2 s
Generator intertia (Hg) 0.5 s
Shaft stiﬀness (Ks) 0.3 p.u/el.rad
Stator reactance (xs) 0.09241 p.u
Stator resistance (Rs) 0.00488 p.u
Rotor reactance (xr) 0.2 p.u
Rotor resistance (Rr) 0.0059 p.u
Mutual inductance (xm) 3.95379 p.u
Grid side converter circuit resistance (Ra) 0.001 p.u
Grid side converter circuit reactance (La) 0.1 p.u
Transmission line resistance (R) 0.02 p.u
Transmission line reactance (X) 0.15 p.u
Capacitor (C) 1.0 p.u
Load (Y11) 0.402-j0.0389 p.u
Table 1: System Data
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Generator Modeling
The Induction Machine equations in generator convention is given by,
1
ω0
Ψ˙ds − ωe
ω0
Ψ˙qs − Rsids = vds
1
ω0
Ψ˙qs +
ωe
ω0
Ψ˙ds − Rsiqs = vqs
1
ω0
Ψ˙dr − sΨ˙qr − Rr idr = vdr
1
ω0
Ψ˙qr + sΨ˙dr − Rr iqr = vqr
(A.1)
Where,
Ψds = −xs ids − xmidr
Ψqs = −xs iqs − xm iqr
Ψdr = −xr idr − xm ids
Ψqr = −xr iqr − xm iqs
(A.2)
Substitute (A.2) in (A.1)
−xs ˙ids − xm ˙idr + ωe (xsiqs + xm iqr)− ω0Rsids = ω0vds (A.3)
−xs ˙iqs − xm ˙iqr + ωe (−xs iqs − xm idr)− ω0Rs iqs = ω0vqs (A.4)
−xr ˙idr − xm ˙ids + ω0sxr iqr + ω0sxm iqs − ω0Rr idr = ω0vdr (A.5)
−xr ˙iqr − xm ˙iqs − ω0sxr idr − ω0sxm ids − ω0Rr iqr = ω0vqr (A.6)
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Combining (A.3),(A.5) and (A.4),(A.6) gives (A.7) and(A.8)
⎡
⎢⎢⎣−xs −xm
−xm −xr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
˙ids
˙idr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ω0Rs −ωexs 0 −ωexm
0 −ω0sxm ω0Rr −ω0sxr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ids
iqs
idr
iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ω0vds
ω0vdr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (A.7)
⎡
⎢⎢⎣−xs −xm
−xm −xr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
˙iqs
˙iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ ωexs −ω0Rs ωexm 0
ωesxm 0 ω0sxr −ω0Rr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ids
iqs
idr
iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ω0vqs
ω0vqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (A.8)
Pre-multiplying the inverse of
⎡
⎢⎢⎣−xs −xm
−xm −xr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ on both sides of (A.7) and(A.8) gives
(A.9) and (A.10),
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
˙ids
˙idr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = 1xsxr − xm2
⎡
⎢⎢⎣−ω0Rsxr ω0 (xrxs − sxm
2) ω0Rrxm ω0xmxr (1− s)
ω0Rsxm ω0xsxm (s − 1) −ω0xsRr ω0 (sxrxs − xm2)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ·
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ids
iqs
idr
iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+
1
xsxr − xm2
⎡
⎢⎢⎣−ω0xrvds + ω0xmvdr
ω0xmvds − ω0xsvdr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (A.9)
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⎡
⎢⎢⎣
˙iqs
˙iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = 1xsxr − xm2
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ω0 (sxm
2 − xsxr ) −ω0Rsxr ω0xmxr (s − 1) ω0Rrxm
ω0xsxm (1− s) ω0xmRs ω0 (xm2 − sxrxs) −ω0Rrxs
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ·
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ids
iqs
idr
iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+
1
xsxr − xm2
⎡
⎢⎢⎣−ω0xrvqs + ω0xmvqr
ω0xmvqs − ω0xsvqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (A.10)
Combining (A.9) and (A.10),
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
˙ids
˙iqs
˙idr
˙iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a(1, 1) a(1, 2) a(1, 3) a(1, 4)
a(2, 1) a(2, 2) a(2, 3) a(2, 4)
a(3, 1) a(3, 2) a(3, 3) a(3, 4)
a(4, 1) a(4, 2) a(4, 3) a(4, 4)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ids
iqs
idr
iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
b(1, 1) 0 b(1, 3) 0
0 b(2, 2) 0 b(2, 4)
b(3, 1) 0 b(3, 3) 0
0 b(4, 2) 0 b(4, 4)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
vds
vqs
vdr
vqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.11)
Where,
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a(1, 1) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (−ω0Rsxr)
a(1, 2) =
1
xsxr − xm2
(
ω0
(
xrxs − sxm2
))
a(1, 3) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0Rrxm)
a(1, 4) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0xmxr (1− s))
(A.12)
a(2, 1) =
1
xsxr − xm2
(
ω0
(
sxm
2 − xsxr
))
a(2, 2) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (−ω0Rsxr)
a(2, 3) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0xmxr (s − 1))
a(2, 4) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0Rrxm)
(A.13)
a(3, 1) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0Rsxm)
a(3, 2) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0xsxm (s − 1))
a(3, 3) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (−ω0xsRr )
a(3, 4) =
1
xsxr − xm2
(
ω0
(
sxrxs − xm2
))
(A.14)
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a(4, 1) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0xsxm (1− s))
a(4, 2) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0xmRs)
a(4, 3) =
1
xsxr − xm2
(
ω0
(
xm
2 − sxrxs
))
a(4, 4) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (−ω0Rrxs)
(A.15)
b(1, 1) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (−ω0xr)
b(1, 3) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0xm)
(A.16)
b(2, 2) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (−ω0xr)
b(2, 4) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0xm)
(A.17)
b(3, 1) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0xm)
b(3, 3) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (−ω0xs)
(A.18)
b(4, 2) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ω0xm)
b(4, 4) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (−ω0xs)
(A.19)
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Initial Conditions:
In order to ﬁnd the initial conditions of the system, we have to make use of ﬁgure1.
R jX?
Load
11 11 11Y g jb? ?
aI c
I
SI
SV
LineI
bV
To
converter
Figure 1: Single line diagram of DFIG to ﬁnd the initial conditions
Is = Ia + Ic + ILine (A.20)
Is − Ia = VsY11 + ILine
Is − Ia = VsY11 + [(Vs − Vb)Y12 ]
Is − Ia = Vs [Y11 + Y12 ]−VbY12 (A.21)
Writing the terminal voltage, the stator current and the converter current in its d − q
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components.
Vs = vds + jvqs (A.22)
Is = ids + jiqs (A.23)
Ia = iad + jiaq (A.24)
⇒ We can write A.2 as,
(vds + jvqs) [Y11 + Y12 ] = Vb [g12 + jb12 ] + [ids + jiqs − (iad + jiaq)]
(A.25)
(vds + jvqs) [g11 + g12 + jb11 + b12 ] = Vb [g12 + jb12 ] + [ids + jiqs − (iad + jiaq)]
(A.26)
Separating the real and imaginary components
(g11 + g12 ) vds − (b11 + b12 ) vqs = Vbg12 + (ids − iad )
(b11 + b12 ) vds + (g11 + g12 ) vqs = Vbb12 + (iqs − iaq)
(A.27)
Writing in matrix form,
⎡
⎢⎢⎣(g11 + g12 ) − (b11 + b12 )
(b11 + b12 ) (g11 + g12 )
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣vds
vqs
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣g12
b12
⎤
⎥⎥⎦Vb +
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ids − iad
iqs − iaq
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (A.28)
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⎡
⎢⎢⎣vds
vqs
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣z11 z12
z21 z22
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣g12
b12
⎤
⎥⎥⎦Vb +
⎡
⎢⎢⎣z11 z12
z21 z22
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ids − iad
iqs − iaq
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (A.29)
Where impedance matrix,
⎡
⎢⎢⎣z11 z12
z21 z22
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ is given by the inverse of
⎡
⎢⎢⎣(g11 + g12 ) − (b11 + b12 )
(b11 + b12 ) (g11 + g12 )
⎤
⎥⎥⎦. The individual elements of the impedance matrix
are found as,
z11 =
(g11 + g12 )
(g11 + g12 )
2 + (b11 + b12 )
2 (A.30)
z12 =
(b11 + b12 )
(g11 + g12 )
2 + (b11 + b12 )
2 (A.31)
z21 =
− (b11 + b12 )
(g11 + g12 )
2 + (b11 + b12 )
2 (A.32)
z22 =
(g11 + g12 )
(g11 + g12 )
2 + (b11 + b12 )
2 (A.33)
Equating vds ,vqs ,vdr and vqr given by the induction generator model given by,
vds = −Rs ids + xsiqs + xmiqr
vqs = −xss ids − Rsiqs −Xm idr
vdr = sxmiqs − Rr idr + sxrr iqr
vqr = −sxm iqs − Rr iqr − sxrr idr
(A.34)
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Substituting the set (A.15) equations in (A.10)
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
− (Rs + z11 ) (xs + z12 ) 0 xm
− (xss + z21 ) − (Rs + z22 ) −xm 0
0 sxm −Rr sxrr
−sxm 0 −sxrr −Rr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ids
iqs
idr
iqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
z11g12 + z12 b12
z21g12 + z22 b12
vdr
vqr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Vb
−
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
z11 iad + z12 iaq
z21 iad + z22 iaq
0
0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.35)
Appendix B
Linearization
The non-linear state equations of the system are linearized around an operating point.
Stator d-axis current (ids):
˙ids = a(1, 1)ids + a(1, 2)iqs + a(1, 3)idr + a(1, 4)iqr + b(1, 1)vds + b(1, 3)vdr (B.1)
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Substituting the constant values we have,
˙ids =
1
xsxr − xm2
{
ωRsxr ids + ω
(
xsxr − sxm2
)
iqs + ωRrxm idr
+ωxrxm (1− s) iqr − (ωxr) vds + (ωxm) vdr
}
(B.2)
Linearizing (B.2)
(
˙ids + ˙Δids
)
=
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(−ωRsxr) (ids0 +Δids) + ω
(
xsxr − (s0 +Δs) xm2
) ·
(iqs0 +Δiqs) + (ωRrxm) (idr0 +Δidr ) +
(ωxrxm) (1− (s0 +Δs)) (iqr0 +Δiqr)− (ωxr) (vds0 +Δvds)
+ (ωxm) (vdr0 +Δvdr )
}
(B.3)
(
˙ids + ˙Δids
)
=
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(ωRsxr) ids0 − (ωRsxr)Δids + (ωxsxr) iqs0
+ (ωxsxr)Δiqs +
(−ωs0xm2) iqs0 + (−ωs0 xm2)Δiqs
− (ωxm2iqs0)Δs + (ωRrxm) idr0 + (ωRrxm)Δidr
(ωxrxm) (iqr0 +Δiqr − s0 iqr0 − s0Δiqr −Δsiqr0 )
− (ωxr) (vds +Δvds) + (ωxm) (vdr +Δvdr )
}
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˙Δids =
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(−ωRsxr )Δids +
(
ωxsxr − ωs0xm2
)
Δiqs
− (xm2ωiqs0 − ωxrxmiqr0)Δωg + (ωxrxm − ωxrxms0 )Δiqr
+ (ωxr) z11Δiad + (ωxr) z12Δiaq + (ωxm) (m2 cosα2)ΔVc
+ (ωxr) z11Δidg + (ωxr) z12Δiqg
}
(B.4)
Stator q-axis current (iqs):
˙iqs = a(2, 1)ids + a(2, 2)iqs + a(2, 3)idr + a(2, 4)iqr + b(2, 2)vqs + b(2, 4)vqr (B.5)
Substituting the constant values we have,
˙iqs =
1
xsxr − xm2
{
ω
(
sxm
2 − xrxs
)
ids − (ωRsxr ) iqs
+ (ωxrxm (s − 1)) idr + (ωRrxm) iqr − (ωxr) vqs
+ (ωxm) vqr
}
(B.6)
Linearizing (B.7)
(
˙iqs + ˙Δiqs
)
=
1
xsxr − xm2
{
ω
(
(s0 +Δs) xm
2 − xrxs
)
(ids0 +Δids)− (ωRsxr ) ·
(iqs0 +Δiqs) + (ωxrxm ((s0 +Δs)− 1)) (idr0 +Δidr )
+ (ωRrxm) (iqr0 +Δiqr)− (ωxr) (vqs0 +Δvqs)
+ (ωxm) (vqr0 +Δvqr)
}
(B.7)
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(
˙iqs + ˙Δiqs
)
=
1
xsxr − xm2
{
ω
(
s0 xm
2 − xrxs
)
ids0 + ω
(
s0xm
2 − xrxs
)
Δids
+
(
ωxm
2ids0
)
Δs − (ωRsxr) iqs0 − (ωRsxr )Δiqs
+ (ωxrxm (s0 − 1)) idr + (ωxrxm (s0 − 1))Δidr
+ (ωxrxmidr0 )Δs + (ωRrxm) iqr0 + (ωRrxm)Δiqr
− (ωxr) vqs − (ωxr)Δvqs + (ωxm) vqr + (ωxm)Δvqr
}
(B.8)
˙Δiqs =
1
xsxr − xm2
{
ω
(
s0xm
2 − xrxs
)
Δids − (ωRsxr)Δiqs
+
(
ωxm
2ids0 + ωxrxm idr0
)
Δωg + (ωxrxm (s0 − 1))Δidr
+ (ωRrxm)Δiqr − (ωxr) z21Δids − (ωxr) z22Δiqs
+ (ωxr) z21Δiad + (ωxr) z22Δiaq + (ωxm) (m2 sinα2)ΔVc
}
(B.9)
Rotor d-axis current (idr ):
˙idr = a(3, 1)ids + a(3, 2)iqs + a(3, 3)idr + a(3, 4)iqr + b(3, 1)vds + b(3, 3)vdr (B.10)
Substituting the constant values we have,
˙idr =
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(ωRsxm) ids + (ωxmxs (s0 − 1)) iqs − (ωRrXs) idr
+
(
ω
(
s0xrxs − xm2
))
iqr + (ωxm) vds − (ωxs) vdr
}
(B.11)
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Linearizing (B.12)
(
˙idr + ˙Δidr
)
=
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(ωRsxm) (ids +Δids) + (ωxmxs ((s0 +Δs)− 1))
(iqs +Δiqs)− (ωRrxs) (idr +Δidr )
+
(
ω
(
(s0 xrxs) + Δs (xrxs)− xm2
))
(iqr +Δiqr)
+ (ωxm) (vds0 +Δvds)− (ωxs) (vdr0 +Δvdr)
}
(B.12)
(
˙idr + ˙Δidr
)
=
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(ωRsxm) ids0 + (ωRsxm)Δids
+ (ωxmxs (s0 − 1)) iqs0 + (ωxmxs (s0 − 1))Δiqs
+ (ωxmxsiqs0 )Δs − (ωRrxs) idr0 − (ωxrxs)Δidr
+
(
ω
(
s0xrxs − xm2
))
iqr0 +
(
ω
(
s0xrxs − xm2
))
Δiqr
+ (ωxrxs iqr0 )Δs + (ωxm) vds0 + (ωxm)Δvds
− (ωxs) vdr0 − (ωxs)Δvdr
}
(B.13)
˙Δidr =
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(ωRsxm)Δids + (ωxmxs (s0 − 1))Δiqs
− (ωRrxs)Δidr +
(
ω
(
s0xrxs − xm2
))
Δiqr
+ (ωxmxs iqs0 + ωxrxsiqr0 )Δωg + (ωxm) z11Δids
+ (ωxm) z12Δiqs + (ωxs) z11Δiad + (ωxs) z12Δiaq
− (ωxsm2 cosα2)ΔVc
}
(B.14)
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Rotor q-axis current (iqr):
˙iqr = a(4, 1)ids + a(4, 2)iqs + a(4, 3)idr + a(4, 4)iqr + b(4, 2)vqs + b(4, 4)vqr (B.15)
Substituting the constant values we have,
˙iqr =
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(ωxsxm (1− s)) ids + (ωRsxm) iqs +
(
ω
(
xm
2 − sxrxs
))
idr
− (ωRrxs) iqr + (ωxm) vqs − (ωxs) vqr
}
(B.16)
Linearizing (B.17)
(
˙iqr + ˙Δiqr
)
=
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(ωxsxm (1− (s0 +Δs))) (ids0 +Δids)
+ (ωRsxm) (iqs0 +Δiqs) +
(
ω
(
xm
2 − (s0 + s) xrxs
))
(idr0 +Δidr )
− (ωRrxs) (iqr0 +Δiqr ) + (ωxm) (vqs +Δvqs)
− (ωxs) (vqr +Δvqr)
}
(B.17)
(
˙iqr + ˙Δiqr
)
=
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(ωxsxm (1− s0 )) ids0 + (ωxsxm (1− s0 ))Δids
− (ωxsxm ids0 )Δs + (ωRsxm) ids0 + (ωRsxm)Δids
+
(
ω
(
xm
2 − s0 xrxs
))
Δidr − (ωxrxs idr0 )Δs
− (ωRrxs) iqr0 − (ωRrxs)Δiqr + (ωxm) vqs0
+ (ωxm)Δvqs − (ωxs) vqr0 − (ωxs)Δvqr
}
(B.18)
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˙Δiqr =
1
xsxr − xm2
{
(ωxsxm (1− s0 ))Δids + (ωRsxm)Δiqs
+
(
ω
(
xm
2 − s0 xrxs
))
Δidr − (ωRrxs)Δiqr
− (ωxsxmids0 + ω (xrxs) idr0 )Δωg − (ωxm) z21Δiad
− (ωxm) z22Δiaq − (ωxsm2 sinα2)ΔVc
}
(B.19)
Mechanical Power (Pm):
Mechanical Power Pm is given by,
Pm =
1
2
ρπR2V 3wCp (λ, β) (B.20)
Power Coeﬃcient Cp (λ, β) is given by,
Cp (λ, β) = 0.5176
[
116
λi − 0 − 0.4β − 5
]
e
−21
λi + 0.0068λ
1
λi
=
1
λ+ 0.08β
− 0.035
β3 + 1
(B.21)
Substituting λi in Cp (λ, β) expression,
Cp (λ, β) = 0.5176
[
116
λ+ 0.08β
− 4.06
β3 + 1
]
e
[
− 21
λ+0.08β
+ 0.735
β3+1
]
+ 0.0068λ (B.22)
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Replacing λ with: equation λ =
ωtR
V
equation in (B.23)
Cp (λ, β) = 0.5176
[
116
ωtR
V
+ 0.08β
− 4.06
β3 + 1
]
e
[
− 21ωtR
V
+0.08β
+ 0.735
β3+1
]
+ 0.0068
ωtR
V
(B.23)
Taking partial derivative w.r.t. ωT
∂Cp (λ, β)
∂ωt
= 0.5176
{[
116
(
ωtR
V
+ 0.08β
)−1
− 4.06
β3 + 1
]
· e
[
−21(ωtRV +0.08β)
−1
+0.735(β3+1)
−1]
·
(
21
ωtR
V
· R
V
)}
+ 0.5176
{
e
[
−21(ωtRV +0.08β)
−1
+0.735(β3+1)
−1]
·
− 116
((
ωtR
V
+ 0.08β
)−2
.
R
V
)}
(B.24)
Taking partial derivative w.r.t. β
∂Cp (λ, β)
∂β
= 0.5176
{[ 116(
ωt0R
V
+ 0.08β0
) − 0.035
(β30 + 1)
− 0.4β0 − 5
]
·
e
−21
[
(ωt0RV +0.08β0)
−1−0.035(β30+1)
−1]
·[
1.68
(
ωt0R
V
+ 0.08β0
)−2
− 2.205β20
(
β30 + 1
)−2]}
+ 0.5176
[
e−21(
ωt0R
V
+0.08β0)
−1−0.035(β30+1)
−1
]
·
166
[(
−0.08
(
ωt0R
V
+ 0.08β0
)−2
+
0.105β20
(β30 + 1)
2
)
− 0.4
]
(B.25)
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Linearizing (B.21)
ΔPm =
∂Cp (λ, β)
∂ωT
Δωt +
∂Cp (λ, β)
∂β
Δβ
=K1Δωt +K2Δβ
(B.26)
Turbine speed (ωt):
ω˙t =
Pm − Ksθs
2Ht
(B.27)
Linearizing (B.28)
(
ω˙t + ˙Δωt
)
=
(Pm +ΔPm)−Ks (θs +Δθs)
2Ht
(B.28)
˙Δωt =
ΔPm − KsΔθs
2Ht
(B.29)
Substituting Pm from (B.27) in (B.30)
˙Δωt =
1
2Ht
(K1Δωt +K2Δβ − KsΔθs) (B.30)
Generator Speed (wg):
ω˙g =
Ksθs − Pe
2Hg
(B.31)
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Substituting Pe as,
Pe = xmids iqr − xm iqsidr (B.32)
(ω˙g +Δω˙g) =
1
2Hg
{
Ks (θs +ΔθS)− {xm (ids0 +Δids) (iqr0 +Δiqr)
−xm (iqs0 +Δiqs) (idr0 +Δidr )}
}
(B.33)
Δω˙g =
1
2Hg
{
KsΔθs − xm iqr0Δids + xmidr0Δiqs
− xm ids0Δiqr + xm iqs0Δidr
} (B.34)
Shaft torsional twist (θs):
θ˙s = ωe (ωt − ωg) (B.35)
Linearizing (B.37):
Δθ˙s = ωe (Δωt −Δωg) (B.36)
Capacitor voltage (Vc):
V˙c =
1
C
[
(m1 cosα1) iad + (m1 sinα1) iaq + (m2 cosα2) idr
+ (m2 sinα2) iqr
] (B.37)
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Linearizing (B.44):
(
V˙c +ΔV˙c
)
= 1
C
[
(m1 cosα1) (iad0 +Δiad ) + (m1 sinα1) (iaq0 +Δiaq)
+ (m2 cosα2) (idr0 +Δidr ) + (m2 sinα2) (iqr0 +Δiqr )
]
(B.38)
ΔV˙c =
1
C
[
(m1 cosα1)Δiad + (m1 sinα1)Δiaq + (m2 cosα2)Δidr
+ (m2 sinα2)Δiqr
] (B.39)
Converter d-axis current (iad ):
˙iad =
ωe
xa
[−Ra iad + xa iaq ] + ωe
xa
[vds −m1Vc cosα1] (B.40)
Linearizing (B.38):
(
˙iad +Δ ˙iad
)
=
ωe
xa
[
− Ra (iad0 +Δiad) + xa (iaq0 +Δiaq)
]
+
ωe
xa
[
(z11 g12 + z12 b12 )Vb + z11 (ids0 +Δids)
+z12 (iqs0 +Δiqs)− z11 (iad0 +Δiad )
−z12 (iaq0 +Δiaq)− (m1Vc cosα1)
]
(B.41)
Δ ˙iad =
ωe
xa
z11Δids +
ωe
xa
z12Δiqs − ωe
xa
(Ra + z11 )Δiad
+
(
ωe − ωe
xa
z12
)
Δiaq − ωe
xa
m1 cosα1ΔVc
(B.42)
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Converter q-axis current (iaq):
˙iaq =
ωe
xa
[−Ra iaq − xa iad ] + ωe
xa
[vqs −m1Vc sinα1] (B.43)
Linearizing (B.41):
(
˙iaq +Δ ˙iaq
)
=
ωe
xa
[
− Ra (iaq0 +Δiaq)− xa (iad0 +Δiad)
]
+
ωe
xa
[
(z21 g12 + z22 b12 )Vb + z21 (ids0 +Δids)
+z22 (iqs0 +Δiqs)− z21 (iad0 +Δiad )
−z22 (iaq0 +Δiaq)− (m1Vc sinα1)
]
(B.44)
Δ ˙iaq =
ωe
xa
z21Δids +
ωe
xa
z22Δiqs − ωe
xa
(Ra + z22 )Δiaq
+
(
−ωe − ωe
xa
z21
)
Δiad − ωe
xa
m1 sinα1ΔVc
(B.45)
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Power Feedback Equations:
From ﬁgure 3.4 equation for the integrating block giving βi can be written as,
β˙i = KI (Pe − Pe,ref ) (B.46)
Linearizing (B.47):
(
β˙i +Δβ˙i
)
= KI
{
(Pe +ΔPe)− Pe,ref
}
(B.47)
Δβ˙i = KIΔPe (B.48)
Substituting Pe as,
Pe = xmids iqr − xm iqsidr (B.49)
(B.49) can be written as,
Δβ˙i = KI
[
xm iqr0Δids − xm idr0Δiqs − xm iqs0Δidr + xmids0Δiqr
]
(B.50)
The overall control equation giving β from ﬁgure 3.4 can be written as,
β˙ = Ka (KP (Pe − Pe,ref ) + βi)−Kaβi (B.51)
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Linearizing (B.52):
(
β˙ +Δβ˙
)
+Ka (β +Δβ) = Ka
{
KP (Pe +ΔPe − Pe,ref ) + (βi +Δβi)
}
(B.52)
Δβ˙ = KaKPΔPe +KaΔβi − KaΔβ (B.53)
Substituting Pe as in (B.50), linearizing it and then substituting in (B.54)
Δβ˙ =KaKP (xmiqr0Δids − xmidr0Δiqs − xmiqs0Δidr + xmids0Δiqr )
+KaΔβi −KaΔβ
(B.54)
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The overall closed loop matrix Ac for the system model can written as in (B.56)
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δ ˙ids
Δ ˙iqs
Δ ˙idr
Δ ˙iqr
Δω˙t
Δω˙g
Δθ˙s
Δ ˙iad
Δ ˙iaq
ΔV˙c
Δβ˙i
Δβ˙
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a(1,1) a(1,2) a(1,3) a(1,4) 0 a(1,6) 0 a(1,8) a(1,9) a(1,10) 0 0
a(2,1) a(2,2) a(2,3) a(2,4) 0 a(2,6) 0 a(2,8) a(2,9) a(2,10) 0 0
a(3,1) a(3,2) a(3,3) a(3,4) 0 a(3,6) 0 a(3,8) a(3,9) a(3,10) 0 0
a(4,1) a(4,2) a(4,3) a(4,4) 0 a(4,6) 0 a(4,8) a(4,9) a(4,10) 0 0
0 0 0 0 a(5,5) 0 a(5,7) 0 0 0 0 a(5,12)
a(6,1) a(6,2) a(6,3) a(6,4) 0 0 a(6,7) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 a(7,5) a(7,6) 0 0 0 0 0 0
a(8,1) a(8,2) 0 0 0 0 0 a(8,8) a(8,9) a(8,10) 0 0
a(9,1) a(9,2) 0 0 0 0 0 a(9,8) a(9,9) a(9,10) 0 0
0 0 a(10,3) a(10,4) 0 0 0 a(10,8) a(10,9) 0 0 0
a(11,1) a(11,2) a(11,3) a(11,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a(12,1) a(12,2) a(12,3) a(12,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 a(12,11) a(12,12)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δids
Δiqs
Δidr
Δiqr
Δωt
Δωg
Δθs
Δiad
Δiaq
ΔVc
Δβi
Δβ
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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Where,
a(1,1) =a(1, 1) + z11 b(1, 1)
a(1,2) =a(1, 2) + z12 b(1, 1)
a(1,3) =a(1, 3)
a(1,4) =a(1, 4)
a(1,6) =− 1
xsxr − xm2
(
xm
2ωiqs0 − ωxrxm iqr0
)
a(1,8) =− z11 b(1, 1)
a(1,9) =− z12 b(1, 1)
a(1,10) =(m2 cosα2) b(1, 3)
(B.55)
a(2,1) =a(2, 1) + z21 b(2, 2)
a(2,2) =a(2, 2) + z22 b(2, 2)
a(2,3) =a(2, 3)
a(2,4) =a(2, 4)
a(2,6) =
1
xsxr − xm2
(
ωxm
2ids0 + ωxrxm idr0
)
a(2,8) =− z21 b(2, 2)
a(2,9) =− z22 b(2, 2)
a(2,10) =(m2 sinα2) b(2, 4)
(B.56)
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a(3,1) =a(3, 1) + z11 b(3, 1)
a(3,2) =a(3, 2) + z12 b(3, 1)
a(3,3) =a(3, 3)
a(3,4) =a(3, 4)
a(3,6) =
1
xsxr − xm2 (ωxmxsiqs0 + ωxrxs iqr0 )
a(3,8) =− z11 b(3, 1)
a(3,9) =− z12 b(3, 1)
a(3,10) =(m2 cosα2) b(3, 3)
(B.57)
a(4,1) =a(4, 1) + z21 b(4, 2)
a(4,2) =a(4, 2) + z22 b(4, 2)
a(4,3) =a(4, 3)
a(4,4) =a(4, 4)
a(4,6) =− 1
xsxr − xm2 (ωxsxm ids0 + ω (xrxs) idr0 )
a(4,8) =− z21 b(4, 2)
a(4,9) =− z22 b(4, 2)
a(4,10) =(m2 sinα2) b(4, 4)
(B.58)
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a(5,5) =
1
2Ht
K1
a(5,7) =− 1
2Ht
Ks
a(5,12) =
1
2Ht
K2
(B.59)
a(6,1) =− 1
2Hg
Xm iqr0
a(6,2) =
1
2Hg
Xm idr0
a(6,3) =
1
2Hg
Xm iqs0
a(6,4) =− 1
2Hg
Xm ids0
a(6,7) =
1
2Hg
Ks
(B.60)
a(7,5) =ωe
a(7,6) =− ωe
(B.61)
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a(8,1) =
ωe
xa
z11
a(8,2) =
ωe
xa
z12
a(8,8) =− ωe
xa
(Ra + z11 )
a(8,9) =ωe
(
1− 1
xa
z12
)
a(8,10) =− ωe
xa
m1 cosα1
(B.62)
a(9,1) =
ωe
xa
z21
a(9,2) =
ωe
xa
z22
a(9,8) =− ωe
(
1 +
1
xa
z21
)
a(9,9) =− ωe
xa
(Ra + z22 )
a(9,10) =− ωe
xa
m1 sinα1
(B.63)
a(10,3) =
1
C
(m2 cosα2)
a(10,4) =
1
C
(m2 sinα2)
a(10,8) =
1
C
(m1 cosα1)
a(10,9) =
1
C
(m1 sinα1)
(B.64)
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a(11,1) =KI xm iqr0
a(11,2) =− KI xmidr0
a(11,3) =− KI xmiqs0
a(11,4) =KI xm ids0
(B.65)
a(12,1) =KaKPxmiqr0
a(12,2) =−KaKPxm idr0
a(12,3) =−KaKPxm iqs0
a(12,4) =KaKPxmids0
a(12,11) =Ka
a(12,12) =−Ka
(B.66)
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NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
WECS Wind Energy Conversion System
PMSG Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
DFIG Doubly Fed Induction Generator
VSWT Variable Speed Wind Turbines
PI Proportional Integral
HAWT Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine
VAWT Vertical Axis Wind Turbine
DE Diﬀerential Evolution
ANN Artiﬁcial Neural Network
LMS Least Mean Square
Symbols
Is Stator current
Ia Converter current
Ic Load current
ILine Transmission line current
Vs Stator coltage
Y11 Admittance of load
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g11 Conductance of load
b11 Susceptance of load
Y12 Admittance of transmission line
g12 Conductance of transmission line
b12 Susceptance of transmission line
Vb Inﬁnite bus voltage
vds d-axis stator voltage
vqs q-axis stator voltage
ids d-axis stator current
iqs q-axis stator current
iad d-axis converter current
iaq q-axis converter current
z11 First entry of impedance matrix
z12 Second entry of impedance matrix
z21 Third entry of impedance matrix
z22 Fourth entry of impedance matrix
Rs Stator resistance
Xs Stator reactance
Xm Mutual reactance
Rr Rotor resistance
idr d-axis rotor current
iqr q-axis rotor current
vdr d-axis rotor voltage
vqr q-axis rotor voltage
s Slip
Ψds d-axis stator ﬂux linkage
Ψqs q-axis stator ﬂux linkage
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Ψdr d-axis rotor ﬂux linkage
Ψqr q-axis rotor ﬂux linkage
ωe Synchronous speed
ωg Rotor speed
Vc Capacitor voltage
Pm Mechanical power
ρ Density of air
R Radius of wind turbine
Vw Wind speed
Cp Power coeﬃcient
λ Tip speed ratio
β Pitch angle
ωT Turbine speed
K1 Linearization constant
K2 Linearization constant
Ks Shaft stiﬀness
θs Torsional angle
Ht Turbine inertia
Pe Electrical power
Hg Generator inertia
m1 Modulation index of rotor side converter
m2 Modulation index of grid side converter
α1 Firing angle of rotor side converter
α2 Firing angle of grid side converter
C Capacitor
Ra Converter resistance
Xa Converter reactance
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βi Pitch state from integrating block
KI Integral gain
Pe,ref Reference power
KP Proportional gain
Ka Actuator gain
idr0 Initial value of d-axis rotor current
iqr0 Initial value of q-axis rotor current
vdr0 Initial value of d-axis rotor voltage
vqr0 Initial value of q-axis rotor voltage
vds0 Initial value of d-axis stator voltage
vqs0 Initial value of q-axis stator voltage
ids0 Initial value of d-axis stator current
iqs0 Initial value of q-axis stator current
iad0 Initial value of d-axis converter current
iaq Initial value of q-axis converter current
β0 Initial value of pitch
ωt0 Initial value of turbine speed
Δ Perturbed State around the operating point
Ac Closed Loop A matrix
Z State matrix
G Generation
X in Candidate solutions
D Problem dimension for DE
NP Population size
F Mutation factor
CR Crossover factor
V Gi Mutated vector
133
zlk Output from neuron j from layer l
wlkj Weight between neuron j and neuron k
Xi Training input vector
T Target vector
Nt Number of neurons in layer l
L Number of layers
Wt Weight matrix
E(W ) Sum of square error function
∇ Gradient vector
μ Learning parameter

 Instantaneous linear error
J Objective function
ζ Damping ratio
ζ0 Set value of damping ratio
PAC AC power
PDC DC power
Eda d-axis grid side converter voltage
Eqa q-axis grid side converter voltage
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